IS TBE BRA S MONKEY HOLDING OUT
THE PHILIPPINES?

Do two men stalk each other tonight under
a tropic moon -an implacable Japanese
intelligence officer and the man who
invented the drink that defeated the
Japanese Secret Service in W.W. II?

his much is on record: that a year
before the war's end, the Brass
Monkey Qub, named after a small
brass figurine in a niche by the door, was
raided and closed. And that H. E. Rasske,
code name Brass Monkey, his mission in
Macao accomplished, took off alone in
his import-export company's battered
seaplane. His flight plan called for a
rendezvous with a U.S. Navy submarine
in the Luzon Strait where he was to
receive new orders. He never arrived.
Three decades have not
silenced the legend-that collection of truths, half-truths and
untruths-that then spread
thick as jungle briar over the
7,CJJO partly-submerged
mountain peaks that make up
the Philippine Islands. It tells of ~
a World War II that never ended, · '
and it links Rasske to the strange •
case of Captain Mori, Special

T

Intelligence Squadron, Japanese Army.
Mori's mission was spelled out in this
brief directive: "Kill Brass Monkey'.'
The reported discovery of the same
message, scratched into the trunk of a
banana tree on an uninhabited island 40
miles north of Luzon, gave credence to
earlier stories of a Japanese officer still
fighting on, unaware that the
war had ended. Leaflets were
dropped, search parties organized, with no result. Two rather
blurred photographs, purporting to show Mori in the ·jungle
and published in a now-defunct
scandal and adventure magazine, were officially dismissed
as representing two different people.
We wonder. Perhaps there are
two different survivors on that
"uninhabited" island: Mori and
Rasske. Perhaps ...

THE BRASS MONKEY
from HEUBLEIN
A secret combination of
liquors. Tasty, smooth and
IIM"""!l!I innocent-looking, but potent.
' When you drink it- over
ice, with orange juice or with
tonic-you might remember
how lucky you are to be in a
safe place.

Heublein Brass Monkey® 48 Proof. Made with Rum. Smimo!P Vodka and Natural Flavors.© 1975. Heublein, Inc, Hartford, Conn. 06101.
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your checks.
The Tax Saver
Organizer box
keeps your
checks filed
neatly and safely
according to tax
category, and
costs only $2.85.
Or we'll provide you
with Tax Saver Envelopes to organize your
deductions, at no cost.
And the Tax Saver Check-

for tax-deductible
expenses last year
can cost you some
•
grey hairs. And misplacing a few
5
of those checks can cost you
some money. In lost deductions.
That's why C&S Bank is
now offering Tux Saver®Checking. At no additional charge to
C&S checking account customers.
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"Freedom Began In The Carolinas"

LIMITED EDITION
THE FIRST PLATE OF THIS BICENTENNIAL
EDITION WAS PRESENTED IN CHARLOTTE, N. C.,
May 20, 1975, TO PRESIDENT GERALD R. FORD.

readers'
com1nents
What ideas, opm1ons and comments do you have about this issue
of your magazine? We're anxious to
hear what you think , so this column is all yours-please drop us a
line.

I must admit that for the last 6-8 months

I had become somewhat disenchanted
with Sand/apper. I felt that the copy was
losing some of the greatness the early
publications contained . However, the
November and December issues have
again caught my attention . They are
excellent . Mr. Thomas' article on Mrs .
Verner , First Lady of Charleston, was
an inspiration . She is indeed a great
lady . We are ardent fans of Mrs. Verner
and have many of her prints. May you
continue to keep a great heritage alive
through the pages of Sand/apper.
Mrs . Martha W . Lee
Johnson City , Tenn .

Plate is 10" in diameter

I think that the Sand/apper is one of the
finest publications on the American
market today .

the perfect gift and a must for all collectors!
Freedom began in the Carolinas, with the Mecklenburg Declaration, May 20, 1775. It
began with the major battles at Kings Mountain, Fort Moultrie, Cowpens and many
skirmishes throughout the Carolinas. The plate is made for us by a 200 year old
family-owned English firm, Wood and Sons, Ltd ., in business when we were fighting
the British. It's made of the finest English ironstone, wedgewood blue on white .
Designed especially for this area by internationally famed artist, Harry K. Lange , (art
director of the film , "2001 , a Space Odyssey"), the plate features the state seals ,
flowers and capital buildings of both North and South Carolina, as well as excerpts
from the Mecklenburg and Congressional Declarations of Independence. The first
plate in this limited series was presented to President Gerald R. Ford on May 20,
1975, in Charlotte, North Carolina. To be sure you get one of these limited editions,
be sure to send in your order now!
$20
Flea Market Imports
P. 0 . Box 448
Greenville, S. C. 29602

Telephone
Area Code 803
232-1821

D Please send me D Bicentennial Plates at $20 each
(add $1 per plate for packing and shipping plus 4% tax in S. C.

Charles W . Aiken
Boys Home of the South
Greenville

We are taking this opportunity to tell
you how much we enjoy your magazine . The story on Mrs . Verner in the
December issue was superb and long
overdue . Thank you for providing
South Carolinians with such a beautiful
publication and we anxiously await each
issue .
Dr . and Mrs. Carl D . Nelson , Jr.
Knoxville , Tenn .

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
Check enclosed D
give card number _ _
Please allow at least four weeks for delivery.
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please check below :
Master Charge 0

BankAmericard D
and expiration date _ __

Your magazine is the greatest. After
reading the Battle over the Battle of
Cowpens (painting) I am inclined to ask
if you are going to have an article sometime during the Bicentennial about John
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Laurens . It seems quite ironic for a
South Carolinian to go all the way from
Savannah and Charleston to Yorktown
and to be killed defending his own
property against British foragers after
the war was over. Please make an effort
to feature him.
Ray H . Smith
Cherryville , N .C .
We have scheduled an article about
Henry Laurens which will appear during
1976. No article has been scheduled
about John Laurens but we like the idea
of an article about him and hope that
one of our writers will send us a well-remanuscript
searched, documented
which we can consider for publication.
Thanks for the suggestion . -Editor.

The first in a series of annual plates, beautiful and very special from
Royal Daulton-Valentine's Day, 1976 ... a delicately embossed bone
china plate with a charming Victorian boy and girl wreathed in soft
pink and blue floral nosegays, edged in pure gold. The reverse side is
festooned with flowers, too, and a very appropriate verse. Equally
enchanting is the especially designed, elegant presentation case for this
lovely Royal Daulton plate, a delightful Valentine in itself. For someone you love ... or yourself! In gift box, $25.

We enjoy reading about the many beautiful parts of South Carolina we are not
familiar with, and look forward each
month to your really fine stories and
articles about our lovely state . My wife
and I would like to see more recipes
from readers throughout the state from
month to month; also your photography is really excellent.
Robert A. Ehling
Greenville

SMITHWICK'S
203 N . Main Street, Greenville, S.C. 29603
(803) 271-7193
SMITHWICKS
P.O. Box 10330
203 Main Street
Greenville, S.C. 29603
Please send me ___ Valentines Day Plate(s) at $25 each. (Add $1 per
plate for postage and insurance plus $1 per plate for 4% S.C. sales tax.)

I have every Sandlapper that has been
published beginning with 1968. I cherish every copy, my son-in-law and
daughter subscribe every year also .
Thank you for a great magazine .
Mrs. W.B. Elliott
Lancaster

1 was in Dr. Darwin Keller's office in
Spartanburg and there I saw and read
the magazine Sandlapper. I think it is
one of the best books ever.

Name
Street Address
City

Mrs. John R. Oglesby
Cowpens,
State

D Check Enclosed
D American Express

Zip
D Mastercharge
D BankAmericard

CardNo.#------Expiration Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

During our birthday year please let us
have something on Union , South Carolina . Surely there is no more enchanting
spot on earth than this charming, lively
town where history was made, is kept
alive and delighted in.
Mrs. L.L. McLean
Gastonia, N.C .
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With "The Last Voyage of the Randolph ," Dr. Robert Weir makes his first
appearance in Sandlapper , but not in
print. Tricentennial followers may
remember his book in 1970, A Most
Important Epocha : The Coming of the
Revolution to South Carolina . His The
Letters of Freeman , a book on William
Henry Drayton's letters to the South
Carolina Gazette during the non-importation crisis in Charleston in 1769 is on
the presses now . (Freeman was Drayton's pen name.)
The study of Colonial and Revolutionary American history took Weir
from Case Western Reserve , where he
got his Ph .D. in 1966, to the University
of Houston and then brought him to the
University of South Carolina, and he
admits a special interest in South Carolina history .
'Two things got me interested in this
field ," he says . "One thing for sure was
my adviser. He was the most influential
man in my life and a very magnetic

scholar . But I think another thing was
reading William Gilmore Simm's work .
I started in junior high reading The
Partisan , and I think it's been a sort of
subliminal influence ."
Weir will appear in a scholarly journal
with an article "Who Shall Rule at
Home? The American Revolution as a
Crisis of the Colonial Elite ," as well as in
American Heritage in April with an
article on John Laurens-of South
Carolina , naturally.
Pity poor Evelyn McCollum . She not
only has massive waste matter disposal
problems (garbage) , but she's in trouble
with her checkbook and toggle
switches, both of which you'll hear
about later . Not only that, but every
time she sits down to write anything
even remotely serious, something
humorous comes to mind and solemnity goes right out the old transom . "I
want to write deep , moving material,
but everything I write comes out funny, "
she says. That's okay with us.
She manages to keep her life in the
town of Easley pretty diversified. On
Mondays and Thursdays she works as
secretary at Geer Memorial Baptist
Church, where her husband is treasurer, compiling and mailing the church
newsletter. On Tuesday mornings she
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takes on the bookkeeping responsibilities at Fedder's Fashion Shop-unless it
snows, one of the children is sick or
something else . On Wednesday and
Fridays mornings she is at her typewriter. "Friends ask , 'Why don't you get
one fulltime job?' That wouldn't be
nearly as interesting . Besides, I only
work mornings .
"My family teases me constantly
about never being able to find me .
Really, I can be reached at one of three
numbers-unless I have left to go the
bank, or the post office or the grocery
store. "
While she considers herself a "39year-old wife , mother, secretary, bookkeeper , cook and writer ," she tries very
hard not to be a chaffeur and a maid to
her and husband Marion's three children , which should leave time for
hobbies ranging from gardening, sewing , embroidering, piano and organ and
painting by numbers.
"I have an understanding husband
who gives me immeasurable material. I
was griping the other day because he
never carried out the garbage . He
replied that I would never have become
a writer if he had carried out the garbage
for me-that's the kind of reasoning
which could drive a person insane ."

5

Hearye,
HearYe!
All sellers of goods and services
who may wish to advertise in the
July 1976 special keepsake Bicentennial issue of SANDLAPPER.
If ye wish to have your advertising
message in this issue which will
probably still be read during
the American Tricentennial in
2076. Get on ye olde stick.
For a demographic survey
and rate card write or
call Charles Alexander,
Sandlapper Press,
P .0. Box 1668
Columbia, S.C. 29202.
(803) 779-8824.
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The Loch Ness monster has been unveiled , and since the Yeti , or abominable
snowperson , is out of fashion this season , Bigfoot , that lovable missing link, is
about the only lost wonder of the world worth talking about in post-Watergate
America. And of course , since South Carolina prides itself on keeping up with
things , we have our very own Sasquatch . Dean Poucher will tell us all about it:
the legends , the close brushes in the close brush of the sea islands , the substantiated sightings . Lest you think Mr. Poucher is giving vent to atavistic Hemingway adventurism, read carefully . And-we invite anyone else who has seen the
half-humanoid/ half-simian creature to let us know . No , we're not announcing
another contest . We're just sure that a Bigfoot Forum would liven up those quiet
evenings.
The spectre of Thomas Wolfe has haunted Southern literature ever since
Look Homeward, Angel. The theme , of course , is that one can never go home
again . It is, you might say , particularly Southern-indigenous , as it is, to the
minds of the ex-Confederates who , so long unforgiven for The War , have maintained themselves like very few other tribes in the American experience . We
have roots . In our fiction offering this month James Applewhite locks into this
idea . "The Rescue" is stark, yet lush ; monochromatic, yet full-the kind of story
every poet wants to write . Applewhite is himself no mean bard . And The Rescue
is no mean effort .
Like Wolfe , John Paul Jones is an imposing shadow-especially for a wouldbe nation whose might was challenging the greatest seapower of the time . But
we forget that Charleston was the maior Southern seaport of the Revolution . We
forget that Nicholas Biddle was a courageous and well-trained ,seaman . Although Biddle was not in the habit of spouting sentences with an eye toward
Bartlett's Familiar Quotations, he nevertheless carried on in his duties with a
quiet competance overshadowing the comic-opera aspects of the frigate Randolph 's career . Robert Weir reminds us that we should not ignore the maritime
farings of the Continentals in this , the much-heralded Bicentennial Year .

245 NORTH MAIN STREET
GREENVILLE, S.C. 29601

~;~
Cover: Nowadays you can get

air-conditioned tractors with AM /
FM radios , and even citizens' band
transmitters. (Mercy day!) The interiors of some pick-up trucks rival
those of any family sedan. New
farm equipment has mothballed
the old mule-drawn implements ,
and increased productivity so
much that a lot of the smaller
farmers are out of business. Rust,
weeds and modernization have
taken over this old worthy vehicle ,
a symbol of simpler times . Photo
by Scott Withrow .
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WEEKEND RATE
$13 per day per room

Feast At Our Buffet
Featurina Country Kitchen Cookin '

• Evenings 3.50
• Sundays 2.95
• Lunch
2.25

Phone 233-4651
291 By-Pass
Across from Textile Hall
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•
it you have all the business
you need.
Because once our 100,000 readers see your advertisement in Sandlapper-The Magazine of
South Carolina you may have more calls for
your products and services than you can
handle.
For a demographic survey and rate card write
or call Charles Alexander, Sandlapper Press,
P.O. Box 1668, Columbia, S.C. 29202, (803)
779-8824.
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At home and on the go with sandlapper.
dining out

I leaves from the
fa mil1? tree

Ole Smoke House

Selected Genealogical Titles
(Part II)

Ole Smoke House Restaurant began life as a typical country smokehouse. Dr. A.W. Hursey, a Conway
pharmacist, owned a farm, and his
home-cured hams became locally
famous for their distinctly delicious
flavor. After they sold so well he
decided to put up a small restaurant,
something he had wanted to do since
childhood. This enterprise grew rapidly, and Dr. Hursey turned its management over to his son, Mike.
The main artery of traffic from
Columbia to Conway is Highway
378 connecting Up Country and
Low Country. Dr. Hursey put his
restaurant on a section of his property that borders 378 five miles west of
Conway. There are few eating places
along this road, and if the hungry
traveler misses one, he will have to
drive quite a distance before finding
another. More than 20 miles west of
Conway the signs begin, counting
down the distance and announcing
a few items on the bill of fare.
Finally, there it is, an unassuming
one-story, unpainted building set in a
clearing. During their blooming season, bright morning glories climb
around the front porch. As often
done by local farmers, butter beans
are planted among the vines. Their
leaves shelter the comfortable front
porch from the afternoon sun. Ole

Last month "Leaves" was devoted
to a selection of genealogical publications in the Carolinas, the Southeast and ever more broadly, the
United States. The book reviews this
month deal specifically with South
Carolina genealogy.

(Please turn to page 10)
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1. MacDowell, Dorothy Kelly

GAILLARD
GENEALOGY:
DESCENDANTS OF JOACHIM GAILLARD & ESTHER
PAPAREL.
Columbia, S.C. 1974
373 pp. index. maps. illustrated.
A fine history of one of South
Carolina's oldest families, from
Aiken's indefatigueable Dorothy
Kelly MacDowell. One feature
of this family history is the large
number of collateral names
many of them traced to the progenitor. The book includes individual family histories on the
following names: Aiken, Allison, Allston, Avery, Ball,
Barker, Boag, Bratton, Brooks,
Brown, Bull, Cain, Cary,
Cordes, Couturier, Crawford,
Croft, Cuttino, DeChasteigner,
DeSaussure, de St. Julien, De(Please turn to page 10)

I

of peacocl<s
and lilies

Why Is
Movies?

This

Man

Making

Since we have a regular film critic I
suppose I should keep my cottonpicking hands off the subject. But I
feel impelled to warn people of a
certain type movie.
Why the devil can't they leave well
enough alone? By they, I mean the
movie producers who are constantly
in a sweat to remake some of those
wonderful "classic movies."
This is not to say that anything
can't be improved. And presumably
this is what the movie producers are
trying to do. There is no real reason
why they should not since, after all,
when one considers some of the new
films written especially as films, (as
opposed to films based on a new
book or Broadway hit it seems entirely logical to go back and remake
one of the oldies. The new generation of moviegoers may never have
seen the original film version. As I
said, initially, entirely logical, but
logical only if the new version does
not suffer by comparison with the
original version. Although there are a
lot of movie producers who are guilty
of this particular sin there seems to be
one who stands out as the most
colossal (to use one of those words
Hollywood is so fond of using in their
promotional flak) practictioner of the
crime. He is one Ross Hunter.
A few nights ago one of his latest
(Please turn to page 62)
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(Continued from page 9)

Smoke House was built of seasoned
lumber, some of it more than a century old. Two sturdy steps lead upward and the heavy front door has
old-fashioned iron hardware.
Ole Smoke House is a family business. Mike's wife, Sylvia, usually
presides over the cash register, acts
as hostess and, in a pinch, will wait
on tables. Petite Shellie Mae (Dr.
Hursey's wife) selects items for the
gift department as well as making
many of them herself. With a gracious smile, she attends to whatever
needs to be done. Often she just sits
and chats with patrons in the true
manner of a Southern hostess .
The jewel of a cook, Verneas
Gaghum, keeps busy patting out
"grandma-sized" biscuits, using the
traditional country technique . She
lives in a nearby house and several
members of her family work at various jobs from waiting tables to
mowing the lawn. Verneas is shy, but
talks with enthusiasm about her
culinary masterpieces. Her ham biscuit (less than one dollar) is the
magnet that first attracted customers
to Ole Smoke House and keeps
them coming. Most of the other items
on the menu are local favorites: grits,
blackeyed peas, candied yams, collards, fried chicken, barbecue and
country sausage. The hamburger
addict can have his craving satisfied
too. Each dinner is accompanied by
biscuits, the kind you like to "take
two and butter while they're hot." A
hearty meal costs much less than the
same amount of food at a good
restaurant on the expensive real
estate of the Grand Strand.
The barbecue is prepared in a rustic house on the premises and is
available by the pound. A skilled
attendant keeps a watchful eye on
the large pieces of meat as they cook
slowly over a hickory-and-oak fire .
The smoke that drifts from the chimney carries with it the odor of delicious cooking meat. On barbecuing
days, the outdoor sign seems superfluous because the coiling smoke announces in its own way that this is
Ole Smoke House Restaurant.
Specialties in the gift section are
goodies made by the energetic
Shellie Mae. There are jellies made
from ruby red native haws, wild plum
that looks like a bit of captured
10

summer sunset and crystal clear pale
green hot pepper jelly. (Only the
color is cool, because "hot pepper" is
really hot.) Squash pickle is another
delicacy that is seldom found elsewhere. Other pickles include cucumber, green tomato and pepper relish.
These foods are periodically checked
for quality and purity. Local honey
with large pieces of comb in it, cane
syrup and sorghum molasses round
out the specialties that bear The Ole
Smoke House !able. Prices of these
gift items are reasonable.
Noticing the unusual road signs the
curious tourist may stop for a meal,
but the salesmen on regular routes,
suburbanites going to and from work
and Conway and Myrtle Beach residents wanting "a good meal out" are
regular customers. As they sit on
benches crafted from century-old
wood, the diners find themselves
relaxed over a Verneas-made ham
biscuit.
The traveler from the South Carolina Midlands, bound for the beaches
via Conway must look sharp in order
not to miss this bucolic restaurant,
nestled in its native element. Ole
Smoke House is his opportunity to
eat good food that frankly advertises
"it's country."

Taylor, Thomas, Tucker, Westervelt, White, Willisson.
2. MacDowell, Dorothy Kelly

DUBOSE GENEALOGY.
Columbia, S.C. 1972
533 pp. index. illustrated

This valuable work, listing over
17,000 descendants of the immigrant Isaac DuBose, is enhanced further by a color coat of
arms for the DuBose family and
the DuBose pedigree chart
(1300-1865). Separate family
histories are included for:
Aiken, Anthony, Avery, Barber, Barnett, Barnwell, Blackwell, Blakeney, Boles, Boylston, Brailsford, Bratton, Brooks,
Brunson, Burdett(e), Caffery,
Cannon, Charles, Cole, Colley,
Connor, Cooper, D'Antignac,
Dargan, DeSaussure, Deveaux,
Dwight, Edgar, Edwards, Egleston, Ellison, Ficklen, Fitten,
Gaillard, Gass, Gavin, Gray,
Greene,
Gregorie,
Green,
Guerry,
Hamer,
Hamilton,
Hill,
Holleyman,
Haven,
Holston, Hornsby, Jones, Kershaw, Kyser, Large, Law,
Lowry,
MacDonald,
MacDowell,
McCrea,
McRae,
Means, Mixon, Nettles, Norwood, Richardson, Scott, Seabrook, Sims, Skinner, Smart,
Smith, Stewart, Stoney, Taylor,
Terral, Toombs, Trent, Wall,
Wardlaw, Whilden, Wilson,
Winans, Woodham, Wright,
Young and Zemp. These books
can be ordered from Mrs. M.
DuBose MacDowell, 113 Gregg
Avenue, Aiken, S.C. 29801.

Annette E. Reesor is a free-lance
writer from Conway.
Leaves

(Continued from page 9)

Veaux, Dozier, DuBose, DuPre,
Dwight, Ellison, Ferguson, FitzSimons, Ford, Gendron, Gourdin, Green, Guerard, Hamer,
Hamilton, Hanahan, Haneke!,
Harleston,
Haselden,
Hay,
Holleman, Hunt, Hunter, Hurtel, Jenkins, Johnson, Jones,
Lee, Lowndes, Maculay, MacBeth, MacDowell, Mahoney,
Manigault, Manning, Marion,
Mayrant, Mazyck (Mazicq), McGregor, McLeod, McNulty,
Mellichamp, Miles, Miller, Moultrie, Pamor (Palmer), Peele
(Peelle), Pickens, Pinckney,
Porcher, Prince, Pringle, Prioleau, Ravenel, Rembert, Rhett,
Richardson, Richebourg (DeRichebourg), Sams, Savage,
Seabrook,
Simons,
Sinkler
(Sinclair), Smart, Smith, Snowden, Stevens, Stone, Stoney,

$20

3.

Nicholes, Cassie

HISTORICAL SKETCHES OF
SUMTER COUNTY . . . ITS
BIRTH
AND
GROWTH.
Sumter, S.C. 1975.
546 pp . illustrated.
$15
indexed.
Ninety-one individual sketches
make up this much-needed history of Sumter County, which at
one time comprised old Claremont, Clarendon, and Salem
(Please turn to page 64)
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-Todd Ballentine

by Dean Poucher
t was cold that December morning lars, dragged them up to the tree line
as the two boats approached Old and jammed their noses down into the
Island which lies just behind Fripp fresh tracks of a big buck . The second
Island about 20 miles south of Beaufort . he released them , the dogs made a beeThere were five of us and two fine deer line back to the boat where they again
dogs , and according to their owner, huddled together , shaking and shiverwho was along , they were , "two of the ing with tails between their legs . And
best deer dogs in South Carolina ."
somewhere , in the back reaches of my
The sun was hardly peeping over the mind , this rang a small bell , a murmur
lush growth on Fripp when we beached of memory connected with this behavior
the boats on a small stretch of muddy which I couldn't recall at the time .
sand and unlimbered our guns . ChristTo the great relief of the embarassed
mas was three days away and we dog owner, we solved the problem by
wanted venison to barbecue . Old Island positioning three hunters along the
was covered with deer tracks and we'd deep ridges of the island while my
seen them many times as we returned partner Bob would go to the north end
from our fishing expeditions .
of the island and I to the south , and
But the dogs were acting peculiar . then we would both walk through the
They sat huddled together on the boat high ridges , hoping to scare the deer
seat, tails between their legs , shivering into the open for a shot. I rounded the
far beyond what the morning cold end of the island about a half mile away
would produce . The owner's urgings from the boats and was suddenly strickwould not budge them , and so in anger en numb by a most unusual sight .
he hauled them both out by their col- Something had walked through the soft
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marsh from a small island about 500
yards away , right up to the very point
where I was standing . Whatever it was ,
it was big. It looked like a bulldozer had
crossed that marsh . And at my feet
were the largest naked humanoid footprints I'd ever seen .
Only one was exceptionally clear,
that of the right foot where it had stepped beyond the edge of the mounds of
dead marsh grass left there by the spring
tides . I put my boot beside the track and
dropped my whole 220 pounds on the
one boot . It left ridges in the sandy
marsh , but the enormous footprint
beside it was sunk fully four inches into
the earth. Whatever made that track
weighed nearly 800 pounds ... maybe
more . I estimated the track to be 18
inches long and about seven inches
wide at the ball of the foot. The creature
was almost flatfooted with only a trace
of arch ; the toes were short, close together and very heavy , joining the ball
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of the foot as closely as a razor's edge .
I didn't know just how thick those
high ridges were at the time, or I'd never
have gone in after what made those
footprints . I felt secure with the cold,
heavy , Browning automatic .12-guage
shotgun in my hands. Five loads of
double-aught buckshot should stop anything, I reasoned , so I plunged into the
underbrush . Bob was coming my way
by now and the other hunters were
waiting for me to carry out my end of
the bargain . Footprints or no footprints .
It was a bad bargain and stupid to
boot. I'd have never convinced any of
them that some enormous footprints
had kept me from walking my share of
the ridges, but the thickness of the undergrowth soon gave me ample reason
to abandon my plan . I couldn't get
through the stuff: Small oaks, palmetto
trees , bushes and sticker vines all combined to create an almost solid wall, and
after two ridges I emerged with torn
hunting jacket and bleeding face and
hands. No one had fired a shot and Bob
had come out after his third ridge with
the same story. We could have passed
within six feet of a deer and not even
seen it. Or anything else .
It was sometime after Christmas
when Bob and I were discussing the
strange absence of deer on the island,
and the even stranger behavior of the
dogs, that Bob told me of finding these
enormous footprints up on the sandy
ridges of the north end of the island .
With relief, I told him about mine too .
Bob is an excellent woodsman and
there was no animal or combination of
animals that could have produced
tracks like that on that island .
During that conversation I finally remembered what had been gnawing at
my memory that morning we found the
tracks . Some four years before I had
obtained the deer hunting rights of that
island for the Sportsman's Club at the
Marine Corps air station . But, the
owner said , he didn't believe it could be
hunted because it was so thick and dogs
wouldn 't hunt on it. I assured him,
never having been on the island, that
these were Marines and I was sure they
could get through if anyone could.
Being Marines , they sent in an advance recon party of three men and two
of their crack deer dogs . They returned
and called to thank me for my efforts,
but they said the island was impenetrable and that the dogs could not be coaxed out of the boat. Thanks, but no
thanks .
By now , my curiosity was hammering

at me about Bigfoot, or Sasquatch as he
is known in the far northwest in Oregon,
Washington and British Columbia .
Later on it also included the mountains
of northern California.
The late Ivan Sanderson's book,
Abominable Snowman shed considerable light on the subject, and shortly
after finishing this, Ed McTeer's book
Adventurers in the Woods and Waters
of Beaufort County came out, and there
on page 82 was the chapter, "Old Salty,
or Bigfoot." Ed was Beaufort County
sheriff for 37 years and he has tramped
more barrier islands and swamps in this
country than I ever will . This chapter
relates some strange experiences with
the creature called Old Salty or Bigfoot,
including the night one ran through an
abandoned Coast Guard station on
Pritchards Island where four fishermen
were camping out for the night. The
frightened fishermen found the huge
tracks leading out of the ocean, through
their quarters and back into the ocean,
causing Ed to suspect that that creature
is equally at home in the water as out.
This would seem especially true since
the animal would have to swim considerable distances to reach the outer
barrier islands that offered fresh water.
Sanderson's book is more of a world
tour , taken by the author himself. It
traces the tales, legends and folklore of
Bigfoot presented through his amazing
venture, leaving Australia out, but
including most every other country in
the world .
Reports from hunters in Africa, India,
Java, Borneo and Brazil plus many
other countries, document sightings of
an animal so large as to be frightening ,
and one that invariably gave a long,
distinct whistling sound before coming
into view. Many's the hunter who had
Bigfoot in his sight and simply could not
shoot because the animal looked too
"human." Many questioned by Sanderson simply stated that they felt they
would not be shooting an animal , but
rather , possibly committing murder by
pulling the trigger .
This all gives rise to great conjecture,
because any hunter who brought back
even part of the animal man in question
would be instantly a worldwide figure
for his contribution to paleontology. But
in their isolated instances they steadfastly refused to try to bring down this
strange creature in their gunsights. One
claimed to have a female of the species
eating leaves less than 11 feet from his
perch on a rock . No doubt he is a credit
to the hunters of the worlds in more
Sand/apper
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ways than one. One hunter simply said
that he wasn't at all sure whether he
would be committing murder or not by
shooting the creature he saw in his
sight.
Sanderson discovered many bizarre
tales in his quest for the truth about Bigfoot. The Amerindians of British
Columbia , when questioned about Bigfoot or Sasquatch as he is known to
them, simply replied, "Oh, is the white
man just now getting around to that?"
They have apparently known and feared Sasquatch for centuries.
Yet the knowledge of Bigfoot in the
barrier islands of Beaufort County goes
back only a relatively short time , to the
early 1900s when Fripp Island was a
private hunting club , owned by 16
members . Ed McTeer himself found the
tracks of Bigfoot, heard him following at
a distance in the bushes and decided to
evacuate his camp forthwith , taking his
wife and their belongings to safety strictly on "hunter's instinct" ... that certain
feeling you get that makes the hair stand
up on the back of your neck and keeps
insisting that danger is near.
Many years went by before I saw the
track on Old Island ; I wasn't bold
enough to write about it until Ed's book
came out relating the tale of Old Salty,
or Bigfoot . Ed's word is an authority
that may be taken for precisely what it
says .
Too bad the pair of trappers in the
Klamath National Forest didn't know of
it back in 1840. It wasn't a national
forest then , just a wilderness of windfalls
and craggy rocks . They went in to virgin
territory in Oregon to trap the region ,
with pack mules and riding horses to
survey and trap the lakes. Apparently
they set up camp in the middle of Bigfoot's territory, and he tried for three
successive days to warn them that they
were on his ground . .. and to move .
He tore up the camp and frightened
off the mules three days in a row , and
finally wound up coming into their tent
that last night but was driven out by a
rifle's roar. They saw a huge, crouched
figure running by the dying embers of
the fire , but judged that it could have
been a bear running upright. The stench
of the creature was almost overpowering . . . (much like the tale from the
Tamiami Trail when the "stinking ape"
was struck by a car last year near
Miami.) Early the next morning the
trappers decided they'd had enough
and they went out on horseback to pick
up their traps . Three traps were left
14

along a lakeside for beaver and they'd
heard the creature following them at a
distance in the underbrush . Since darkness was near, one man proceeded to
pick up the three remaining traps and
the other went back to break camp and
be ready to leave upon his buddy's
arrival.
He wasn't so lucky . When his partner
returned with the traps , he found the
camp in shambles again , and this time
his partner had been 'jelloed' -dashed
against the ground until every bone in
his body was broken . Once out of Bigfoot's immediate territory , the other
trapper was perfectly safe and made it
out to a newspaper where Ivan Sanderson found his sworn affidavit as to
exactly what had happened.
About 60 years later , and hardly 300
miles away from that point , a construction crew on a road gang suddenly encountered huge footprints around and
over their heavy equipment after a
heavy rain . A SO-gallon oil drum had
been carried over several feet and
thrown into a ravine, and likewise a
700-pound tractor tire . Perplexed , the
foreman assigned two guards for that
night , armed with flashlights and heavy ,
high-powered rifles, shooting the newest ammunition of that day .
The next morning they found the two
guards 'jelloed' amid the casings of rifle
bullets and great pools of blood . The
guards had been dashed against the
earth as had their compatriot of years
ago. The blood spoor was followed for
three days in the rugged terrain and
finally petered out.
These are the only known instances
where Bigfoot has resorted to physical
violence , and in both cases it is to be assumed that it was action taken to protect
his immediate home territory , which
any animal will defend , including the
hummingbird .
Ivan Sanderson was not a scientist
. . . at least not in terms of extensive
degrees and titles. He was an adventurist, but not so with Dr. Bernard Heuvelmans , doctor of zoology of the Universite' Libre , Brussels. If anything his
book, On the Track of Unknown
Animals , is even more filled with conjecture than the late Ivan Sanderson .
But it contains several references to
Bigfoot , many of which substantiate
Sanderson's contention that there are in
fact , five species of the Bigfoot, ranging
in size from the gigantic Sasquatch of
British Columbia and Fripp Island , to
tiny monkey-like species who willingly

do the bidding of the natives of Java
and Borneo.
Heuvelman relates one episode in the
"green hell" of the Matto Grosso of
Brazil where the last man in a jaguar
hunting trip found himself cut off from
the main party, and with darkness falling , was forced into a large tree to safely
await the dawn . He was armed with a
pistol , fortunately, and soon after darkness fell, he heard a distant whistling,
that sound which so many hunters have
heard prior to their contact with Bigfoot.
The animal approached in the darkness
and began a terrifying groaning and
screaming around the clearing before it
finally charged the tree . The terrified
man emptied his pistol at the shadow
he saw running toward him in the dim
starlight filtering down through the
jungle , and it retreated . There were
more screams and great tearing of
bushes and small trees around the perimeter of the clearing, and then the beast
charged again. This time the bullets
were fired at point-blank range and the
animal receded again to the perimeter
with renewed howls and screams. At
dawn the commotion hushed and finally, in full light, the terrified man climbed
down from his perch and found saplings
and vines torn apart and uprooted ,
amid huge pools of blood . With the rising sun to guide him, he soon found the
river and his hunting party . But there
was not a man among them who would
venture out in the darkness to try to find
him . And then he understood why.
Films have been made of Bigfoot,
and they've been studied closely by
such august bodies as the Smithsonian
Institution . Roger Patterson filmed Sasquatch briefly in California but no one ,
except the nation's leading animation
film studio , has made a final pronouncement on the authenticity of the
films . That studio declared that they
were the only company capable of
making such a suit to fit a man . . . and
that they hadn't done it. The Smithsonian has publically denied the existence of such a creature even after
showing a full hour on TV of films produced about it and the thousands of
plaster casts made of its footprints .
When my first printed article appeared in Beaufort County about Bigfoot, I
received a host of letters from the sublime to the far-fetched, but one struck
me very close to home . It is an eyewitness encounter with Bigfoot from a
lady who saw the creature across Skull
Inlet from the very southernmost area of
Sandlapper

Fripp Island. The tracks I have seen myself and with my wife were on Old
Island and on the western edge of Fripp
Island. Here there is jungle to support
just about any kind of life you'd care to
consider, and so her letter, taking into
consideration her position on the island
as an executive's wife, carried considerable weight with me . It was unsolicited and the remarks of this former
biology teacher are her own .
"This occurred in April, 1967 . And
even my children scoffed at it as "Mom's
Gorilla Tale' . . . . At the extreme south
end of the island , I heard a most peculiar cry, bellow or what have you
come from across (Skull) Inlet ... But
as I looked across the inlet, there at the
very edge of the inlet at low tide, stood
a very large , dark animal, facing directly
toward me. My impression was of a
very hairy, heavy-forelegged animal
with sloping hindquarters. Not as tall as
a cow, but much larger than a hog. Not
the keen shape of a deer . . . but a thick
body covered with thick hair and fur
over the shoulders and fore legs . . . .
We stood for several long minutes staring at each other across the inlet . Slowly
he turned to his left, and I had a fulllength view, and even more slowly he
moved toward the dune . . . and I
watched as he disappeared into the
scrub growth of Pritchard's Island.
Marine helicopter pilots have sworn
they've seen huge, black gorillas on
Pritchards in the past . . . . And have
been hooted down.
I don't get out and trek the barrier
islands of Beaufort County as I once
used to. But now and again I find myself
in the eerie silence of an interior jungle
of one of them, broken only by the faint
murmur of the surf. I sincerely hope that
Bigfoot is still there, and that I shall have
the opportunity to see him for myself
before he becomes extinct. Scientists
who believe in his existence place his
number at less than 200 within the
United States.
But no doubt, rather than picking him
up with my binoculars from 1,000 yards
offshore, I shall simply walk around a
tree on one of those islands . . . and
there he'll be. Probably he'll run in the
opposite direction as fast as he can . . .
while I hobble away in the other direction only as fast as my coronary will
allow .

Dean J. Poucher is a free-lance writer
from Bluffton .
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hen Americans think of the Revolution , they will
recall primarily land battles and political events . Yet it
is worth remembering that because Charleston was
the chief seaport of the Southern colonies, the war here
was also very much a maritime struggle . Carolinians
sailed with John Paul Jones , and South Carolina's was
one of the largest and most active of the state navies .
Less well known , though, is that maritime interests deeply involved South Carolinians in perhaps the most tragic
naval undertaking of the war , the last cruise of the Continental frigate Randolph .
Both the frigate (roughly the ancestor of a modern
cruiser) and her commander appeared to be destined for
great things. The Randolph , named for the late Peyton
Randolph , first president of the Continental Congress ,
was one of 13 vessels commissioned for the Continental
Navy in 1776 . Built at Philadelphia with timbers
reportedly of live oak and cedar, slightly more than 130
feet long, and designed to mount 32 guns , she was also
"the very Best Vessel for Sailing" that her captain ,
Nicholas Biddle , had ever known. Unlike most American
commanders , Biddle could speak with the authority of
experience in the Royal Navy . Though only 26 years old
when he arrived at Charleston on March 11, 1777, he
had already compiled a distinguished record which helped to make his reputation then-and now-second only
to that of John Paul Jones .
The first cruise of the Randolph had not gone well and
bad luck continued to plague Biddle . The vessel almost
lost its foremast ; then virtually without warning the mainmast sheared off. Deckhands and officers were able to
scramble to safety , and the huge mast hung there supported by the rigging . Watching it "stagger from side to
side" as the vessel rolled in the heavy seas , Biddle later
remarked , was "as unpleasant a sight as ever I wish to
behold ." Eventually the crew was able to secure it and rig
temporary masts , under which the vessel put into
Charleston-but not before Biddle had to quell an incipient mutiny . Six months elapsed before the Randolph
went to sea again . While she was being fitted with new
masts , fever wracked the crew and the men jumped ship
in droves . Further delays ensued while Biddle tried to
obtain more seamen . His offer of a $30 bounty for enlistment did little good , in part because South Carolina
officials were also recruiting for the state navy. Finally ,
believing it more important to escape the ravages of the
teredo worm than to complete his crew, Biddle hoisted
sail only to have his new mainmast shattered by lightning
-the second one to be so destroyed-before he had
fairly cleared the harbor . As additional repairs followed ,
recruiting picked up when John Rutledge , acting as
president of South Carolina , offered an additional bounty
of $20 .
Keeping men together proved to be as difficult as getting them together. Under the regulations of the Continental Congress, part of the proceeds from prizes captured by Continental vessels went to the public treasury.
Privateers , on the other hand, divided everything among
themselves , and these captains had no trouble luring
Biddle's men away. Captains and masters of state vessels
were not always careful about whom they recruited , and
there was little Biddle could do to protect himself .
Lengthy delays characterized even successful suits and
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Above, Capt. Nicholas Biddle, after a portrait by
Charles Wilson Peale. Courtesy Historical Society
of Pennsylvania. (Photo reproduction by Richard
Taylor.) Preceeding pages, HMS Yarmouth obliterates the Randolph, from the Bailey Collection.
the difficulty of proving that a captain had knowingly enlisted a Continental sailor made it almost impossible to
discourage the practice . Once Biddle seized four men
from another vessel to replace four that he believed had
been inveigled aboard it, but civil authorities forced their
release . Biddle then complained to President Rutledge
who tried to help by threatening to order the forts at the
mouth of the harbor to halt the vessel unless Biddle's men
were returned to the Randolph . But the order was easier
to give than enforce , and the other captain sailed without
returning the men . Not long after , an exasperated Biddle ,
having been informed that the privateer Fair American
had some of his men aboard , spied her entering the harbor under the command of Capt. Charles Morgan .
Biddle sent his boat with orders for the Fair American to
heave to ; Morgan not only ignored the command but
also continued to fly his own pennant in clear violation of
naval regulations. Resolved to sink him if he refused to
obey orders, Biddle fired at him . Morgan then halted , relinquished two of the Randolph 's men and surrendered
his colors . When someone aboard the Randolph asked
Biddle if he was not acquainted with Morgan , the reply
was that he knew no one "when his duty Call'd upon him
to take notice of them. "
Such firmness eventually paid off, and the Randolph
was able to put to sea on Sept. 1, 1777, for a brief but
very successful cruise. Three days and about 90 miles
southeast of Charleston , she came upon two lightly
armed vessels , the True Britain and the Charming Peggy ,
bound from Jamaica to New York with rum for the British
army . Three other vessels-including a French merchantman which had been captured by the British while
trying to run a valuable load of salt from the West Indies
to Charleston-were also in the convoy . One escaped ,
but after a few broadsides the other four surrendered . So ,
after a week at sea , the Randolph returned with prizes
worth perhaps 90 ,000 pounds sterling-not counting the
French brig on which Biddle , who was a diplomat as well
as a fighter , waived all salvage rights.
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Although this success stimulated recruiting , more
delays and difficulties were still in store . The chase after
the prizes had demonstrated that "Barnacles and oysters
which ," as Biddle observed, "grow Amazingly fast here in
the Sunshine ," had thoroughly fouled the Randolph 's
bottom . Heaving her down for cleaning revealed that she
had lost more than 11 feet of her false keel upon striking
the bar as she left harbor. But even worse was to come .
As the vessel was hauled down , it heeled over far enough
to fill with water and sink . For the next two weeks attempts to raise her failed and to some observers it seemed
that the Randolph might have found her last resting place
at Hobcaw (very close to where the Yorktown now lies) .
Meanwhile , Biddle himself, who roomed at Mrs .
Dewees's, lay gravely ill with fever. But eventually the
ship was refloated and Biddle recovered ; both were to
have a more glorious and costly fate .
The last cruise of the Randolph was to be a disaster for
all concerned. John Rutledge hoped to use the frigate to
counter the British warships which had long , though in termittently , tried to cut off the lucrative and important
trade through Charleston. He consulted Biddle and the
members of his privy council. All proved cooperative .
Three privateers-Capt . Morgan's Fair American, Philip
Sullivan's General Moultrie , and Hezekiah Anthony's
Polly-were temporarily taken under state control. To
these , the South Carolina Navy added the Notre Dame
under Capt. William Hall . Then , despite reservations on
the part of Gen . William Moultrie and other officers, 150
men from several South Carolina regiments were
ordered to serve as marines . Drawing lots for vessel assignments , a company under Capt . Joseph Joor and Lt.
George Gray went aboard the Randolph . With her own
complement fuller than ever before , the frigate carried
more than 300 men when she sailed early in February .
Then, with British vessels nowhere in sight , Biddle and
his fleet headed for the West Indies in search of richer and
less elusive quarry . There they found the richest and least
elusive prizes of all , glory and death .
On March 7, about 5:30 p.m ., some 150 miles east of
Barbadoes , the lookout of the H .M.S . Yarmouth discovered the Americans. One of the largest vessels then
cruising the Caribbean , the Yarmouth mounted 64 guns ,
double those of the Randolph . Three and a half hours
later the vessels closed in the darkness . Capt. Nicholas
Vincent of the Yarmouth hailed ; Biddle ran up the
American colors and replied with a broadside . Considering the odds , the Randolph gave an excellent account of
herself, inflicting 17 casualties and temporarily disabling
the Yarmouth . That most of this damage was done by the
Randolph is reasonably certain: the only other vessel to
take an important part in the action was the General
Moultrie which seems to have accidently fired into the
American ship . Wounded , Biddle continued to fight
until , after 15 or 20 minutes of intense fire from both
sides , the Randolph blew up. Amid the debris which
landed on the Yarmouth was a rolled up flag which,
according to rumor, may still exist in England . The other
American vessels then escaped while Vincent made
repairs. Five days later , chasing a ship on a westerly
heading , he sighted a piece of wreckage with four men
clinging to it. He hove to, picked them up and confirmed
that the vessel he had sunk was the Randolph . The four
had survived by sucking rain water from a blanket.
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For South Carolinians , the loss of the Randolph was a
heavy blow in a disastrous year. On January 15 a fire
destroyed 250 houses in Charleston , and by December
the British were overrunning Georgia. In between , survivors could grieve for the men of the Randolph . Among
those who mourned was the new president of South
Carolina , Rawlins Lowndes, who lamented the loss of
"50 of the best men in the first Regiment" as well as
"Several very promising Youths of this Country who
have thus immaturely fallen in their Country's Service ."
The sorrow of Biddle's fiancee , Elizabeth Baker of Archdale Hall, was undoubtedly especially deep, while the
emotions of his brother were both complex and turbulent .
When he arrived to discover the details of the last voyage
as well as to settle Nicholas' affairs, Charles Biddle learned enough to leave him sleepless during the first night in
Charleston. Someone (it turned out to have been Capt.
Morgan of the Fair American) had recently offered a
toast, "More Wisdom to those at the head of Our Navy ,"
which seemed to reflect adversely on his brother's conduct. Taking "gloomy pleasure" in the prospect of challenging anyone who "dar'd to say a Word" against Nicholas, Charles demanded an accounting . Although Morgan
may not have been entirely candid in replying that he had
meant to censure only those who had fitted out the vessels in Charleston , Biddle had no choice but to accept his
explanation . Not the catharsis of a duel but painful questions had to be his solace : "Where was there a More Virtuous Man? a More prudent brave and Vigilant Officer?"
Had he lived a little longer, "What a figure Would he
have made ." No doubt Charles spoke for many in South
Carolina when he cursed the evil luck that brought the
Randolph under the guns of "that damn'd Ship ."
Ironically , however, the Yarmouth may not have been
entirely responsible for the destruction of the Randolph.
Capt . Morgan could have had something of a point:
Biddle himself had been concerned about the security of
the powder magazine , and the shipyard at Hobcaw which
readied the Randolph for sea was owned by men who
became avowed Loyalists. Furthermore , William Johnson , the patriot blacksmith who worked on the vessel
while she was at Charleston, reported that the ship's
gunner frequently swore that he would blow up the vessel
rather than let her be captured . Presumably , the gunner
was in charge of the magazine during the battle . Whether
he was indeed as self-destructive as Captain Ahab will
never be known, but while writing Moby Dick , Herman
Melville could certainly have read (in James Fenimore
Cooper's History of the Navy) about the four men picked
up by the Yarmouth. Did Melville's Ishmael, plucked
from the sea by the Rachael, owe anything to them?
Again , we may never know , but the parallels between the
fate of the Randolph and the Pequod invite speculation .
Two things , however , are certain : Melville could recognize the makings of a myth, and the story of the Randolph , like much of our Revolutionary history , contains
many of the ingredients .
Robert M. Weir is associate professor of history at the
University of South Carolina and author of A Most Important Epocha : The Coming of the Revolution in South
Carolina . Among his sources was William B . Clark's
Captain Dauntless.
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bicentennial intelligencer
Julia Dent Grant, who called her
White House years "her happiest,"
wore the first inaugural gown with a
bustle ; and Grace Goodhue Coolidge's
extremely fashionable flapper era dress
of rose chiffon velvet contrasts sharply
with the somber black gown selected by
Jane Appleton Pierce, still in mourning
for her only child at the time her husband became president.
Since fashion mirrors the mores of a
period, "Great Ladies of America ,
1789-1971 ," provides an unusual opportunity for South Carolinians to observe United States history . The
$100,000 museum collection commemorates the tenures of 28 first ladies
with four-foot mannequins dressed in
replicas of their inaugural gowns, complete with appropriate coiffures.
"Each is authentic to the last piece of
antique lace and hand-embroidered
trim ," explained Mrs. J . Pierre LeCoq,
public relations director for the J .B.
White Company, the showing's sponsor. The Columbia showing, one of the
few in the Southeast in 1976, will be
shown at the Richland Mall store , Feb . 9
through 14.
The First Ladies represent a crosssection of American women in tastes,

appearances , personalities and contributions to their country . The names
Dolly Madison , Abigail Adams, Mary
Todd Lincoln, Eleanor Roosevelt and ,
more recently , Jackie Kennedy and
Lady Bird Johnson evoke images of independent and influential presidents'
wives . Others, too , accomplished
much . Caroline Scott Harrison, who
founded the Daughters of the American
Revolution , broke with tradition at her
husband's 1889 inaugural ball when she
appeared in an apricot silk and faille
gown designed and made entirely in
America . In 1909, however, Helen
Herron Taft sent her white silk gown to
Tokyo where goldenrods were handembroidered on the skirt in crystal beads
outlined with silver thread. Later, she
accepted a gift from the mayor of
Tokyo : 3,000 Japanese cherry trees
helped Mrs . Taft make her own indelible mark on the nation's capital.
Regardless of the popularity of their
husbands, America's first ladies,
whether young or wrinkled, dowdy or
stylish , have traditionally had a large
following , principally from their country
women , curious about all details of life
in the White House .
The activism of Ellen Wilson , Edith
Roosevelt and Lou Hoover kept them
in the public eye, while others-Ida
Saxon McKinley and Bess Truman , for
instance-preferred the more traditional
roles .
Several also set fashion trends with
their own personal styles. Witness the
velvet dog collar revival sparked by
"The Duchess ," Florence Kling Harding , and the wave of bangs and Mamie
pink dresses brought by Mamie Dowd
Eisenhower, not to mention the "Jackie
look" of the '60s .
Costumes for the Great Ladies were
copied from originals at First Lady Hall
in the Smithsonian Institute . Evyan Perfumes , Inc. commissioned the collection
which is shown as a limited engagement
traveling exhibit.
Ellen Henderson is a free-lance writer
from Columbia .
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The Legendary
COLONEL SPRINGS

by Harper S. Gault
February 1976
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rom the time he was a wee lad and
throughout most of his 63 years,
Elliott White Springs worked and
played hard . A decade and a half after
his passing, the record stands, ranking
him a peer among eminent South
Carolinians.
At the beginning of the Great Depression, he grabbed hold of a job he didn't
particularly care for and built a handful
of small cotton mills into the Springs
textile empire . As a cotton czar he
launched a risque advertising campaign
which set magazine editors on their collective ear but raised his unheard-of
Springmaid sheets from 13th to top of
the pile in national sales .
Stories of the antics credited to "the
Colonel" are voluminous, and whether
factual or fictional , they became legendary.
A dashing man all his years with inquisitive blue eyes set in finely chiseled
features , Springs possessed a charisma,
born of a self assurance that he could do
and be whatever he chose. He disproved the title of one of his books, Clothes
Make The Man, because he was equally
at home in flamboyant sports garb or
painter's overalls. Here was a remarkable South Carolinian who measured
up to a much misused appellation.
Truly Col. Elliott White Springs was a
fabulous character.
But why? What made him so?
Behind the facade he chose to present to the public was a sensitive man .
Few, if any, knew the private man . A
summation of his many attributes would
include a brilliant intellect, surpassed
only by an inquisitiveness which was
never satisfied . Rugged, courageous individualism fanned the flames of an unmatched zest for living.
Yet, perhaps the answer to the "why"
of the Colonel lay in an innate motivating force of his unusual being . To put it
quite simply, work to him oftentimes
became play .
Elliott Springs was born July 31,
1896, in the old Springs homestead in
Lancaster, only child of Leroy and
Grace White Springs. He was the
grandson of Capt. Samuel Elliott White ,
first president of the Fort Mill Manufacturing Co ., the initial unit of the
Springs textile organization . His father,
Col. Leroy Springs, second president of
the chain, guided the plants through
some 36 hazardous years before Elliott's
era as head of the company .
As a small boy, fussing with Lee
Skipper, his boyhood chum and lifetime
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friend and business associate, Elliott
would raise such a ruckus his father
would stick his head into the toy room
to see what the trouble might be . "I
want to run the train this way, but Lee
wants to run it that way," young Elliott
complained . Since Lee was "company," the older Springs ruled in his
favor. Elliott was three or four at the
time, Lee five years older. Lee's father,
C.B . Skipper, was an executive in the
Springs organization, heading the plants
at Chester and Lancaster.
Elliott was educated at old Franklin
Academy in Lancaster, Asheville
School in Asheville, N.C ., Culver Military Academy and Princeton University .
Following graduation in 1917 he enlisted in the Signal Corps aviation section of the Army. Lee Skipper, who was
a Citadel graduate, turned to aviation
also. Elliott was attached to the British
forces, Lee to the French . Friendship,
and pranks, of the young fellows continued even in those perilous times.
They'd go AWOL and meet in Paris for
a lark.
B'uy Springs' devil-may-care courage
made him the fifth ranking American
ace . Elliott was credited with 11 confirmed combat victories, nine during the
Allied advance on the Cambrai sector.
Entering the service as a private, he rose
to a captain and was mustered out after
the war as a squadron commander at
age 22 .
When Elliott's feats won worldwide
acclaim and numerous decorations , his
proud father wrote asking him to send a
picture of himself in uniform wearing all
his medals . The young hero complied,
mailing a large, handsome photograph.
But across the top he had penned a
note to his stepmother (his mother had
died and his father had remarried) . The
inscription read, "Lena, has father quit
drinking yet?"
After the war his first years were preoccupied with a successful venture at
writing books and short stories and a
half-hearted try at the mill business. His
first book, The Diary of An Unknown
Aviator, was a World War I classic. It
was also known as War Birds. Some of
his stories took an occasional poke at
the prudery of top textile executives,
much to his father's chagrin. When the
literary agents could not sell his writing,
Elliott tucked the manuscripts under his
arm and peddled them door to door
among the editors. The $50,000 a year
for a several year period which his typewriter earned attested to the payoff.
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Textiles failed to hold his interest,
even when big responsibilities were entrusted to him . His longtime friend , Lee
Skipper , went into the textile business
after the war and applied himself more
diligently . Skipper , now a tall , erect
friendly man of 85 , sits in his Lancaster
home and talks freely of young Elliott's
capers. He lives alone in a large , handsome house built of old brick he salvaged during the remodeling of a cotton
warehouse known as the Columbia
Compress . Skipper's eyes light up , he
chuckles , claps his hands and kicks his
feet into the air as he remembers those
days . Now and then he brushes away a
tear as he talks of Leroy Springs who
was like a father to him .
Textiles were serious business to Lee ,
who refers to himself as just a poor boy
trying to get ahead . He did succeed and
became one of the best textile mill men
South Carolina ever produced. But the
whole thing bored Elliott and he preferred to sit on the corner of Lee's desk
and read excerpts from a story he had
written . "Elliott, nobody will publish that
stuff," Lee would admonish him , only
to be proved wrong when a short time
later the author would show him a
$3 ,000 check from a publisher.
One day the elder Springs called
Elliott and Lee in to give them a new
assignment. The Kershaw plant was in
bad shape and he wanted them to take
over . Elliott could have cared less for
the challenge ahead ; he sat at a typewriter throughout the briefing, interrupting now and then to ask the names of
some of his ancestors . He was typing
out a form for a decoration he was to
receive from the Prince of Wales .
Elliott's official title at Kershaw was
secretary and treasurer . But he defined
his job as "keeping Lee happy ." He just
didn't see eye to eye with the work, but
he managed to amuse Lee nevertheless . Elliott was supposed to order three
high tempered wrenches for the machine shop . The manufacturer reported
back that there was no such product in
stock . Elliott had ordered "three hightempered wenches."
The team of young Springs and
Skipper moved to Fort Mill . But Elliott
was no happier with the occupation .
"He'd quit every other day ," Lee related , "throw all his books into the
bottom drawer of my desk and tell me ,
'Here , Lee , as of right now you're
everything in the company that Father
isn't. I quit ."' On persuasion of his
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father , who then lived in Charlotte ,
Elliott would relent and try the business
again , still dividing his time between
textile and writing careers .
In 1922 he married Frances Hubbard
Ley of Springfield , Mass ., and brought
her to his home in Fort Mill , which had
been the home of his great-grandfather ,
William Elliott White .
Here Elliott and Frances Springs
reared their family : a son, Leroy II , born
in 1924, and a daughter, Anne Kingsley, born in 1925 . For the comfort and
entertainment of the children , and the
eight grandchildren to come , there were
tennis courts , a swimming pool and
Elliott's private landing field . Some unusual features included trapezes over
the pool for acrobatic swimmers. There
was a dining room table large enough to
seat 12 , two on each end , but narrow
enough for servants to move alongside
to "pass the food and wait the table ."
Col. Leroy Springs died in 1931 and
Elliott grew up overnight. Lee Skipper
called it a "Jekyll and Hyde" transformation . He was 35 at the time and
actually had no real interest in textiles .
But out of loyalty to his father and the
thousands of employees , he gave up
writing as a career and applied himself
in earnest to running the company . He
took over five obsolete mills which had
been dealt a mighty blow by the Depression . The Eureka unit in Chester had
been shut down .
Elliott's rebuilding job was phenomenal. In his 28-year tenure as head
of the chain , property value rose from
$7 .25 million to $114.5 million . Annual
sale of gray goods at the start totaled $8
million but climbed to $114 .25 million .
But this magnificent job was not performed overnight and it cost $95 million
to achieve .
At the time of the Springs rebirth ,
manufacturing in New England was
faring badly with plants shutting down
and going bankrupt. Elliott dispatched
Lee to pick up machinery at distress
prices. Skipper knew what he was looking for and got it at bargain prices. Worn
out equipment was replaced , every department was reorganized and renovation took place throughout. The firm's
line of fabrics was broadened. While
many other textile manufacturers were
shutting down or curtailing , Springs was
growing , modernizing and running fullblast throughout the Depression. Warehouses were filled with unsold goods .
But when recovery dawned , Elliott had
cloth to sell and mills in good running
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Right, Springs, a World
War I ace, poses confidently after walking
away from this plane in
France. The canvas and
wood vehicle crashed as
Springs was returning
from a mission. What
could be more memorable, below right, than the
dedication of the Buster
Boyd Bridge Aug. 17,
1923? Elliott Springs
cruised under the bridge
to the amazement and
amusement of onlookers. Below right, the
caption for this photo
originally read, in typical
wartime propaganda,
"Lt. Elliott W. Springs
of Lancaster, S.C. was a
terror to the Hun during
our recent drive in the
Cambrai sector. Nine
Huns with their planes
aflame were smached
[sic] in the dust by the
well directed aim of this
daring young aviator[,]
a representative of "Old
Nassau" (Princeton University, 1917) American
Aero Squadron in
France."
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- Photos courtesy Springs Mllls

Above left, Springs
shows off the Acoustlcot
Bed which he designed
as a gag to publicize his
Sprlngmald sheets.
Above right, Springs ls
seated at his desk. The
novel conference table
could be made to rise
out of the floor at the
push of a button. Left, In
top hat and cutaway
Springs drives the last
spike Into the track and
Inaugurates the miniature Springs Park railroad.
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order; business thrived.
After Pearl Harbor, Elliott Springs
placed all the resources and facilities of
the company at the disposal of the
armed forces and he volunteered for
service. To a complaining customer, he
sent a characteristic telegram, saying in
effect: "I have departed my office and
do not intend to return until Hitler is put
out of his office." Yet Uncle Sam felt
that he would be more valuable directing the manufacture of war material, so
Elliott returned to Fort Mill after a short
assignment with the Charlotte Army Air
Base as executive officer during which
he had been promoted to lieutenant
colonel. All Springs plants received the
coveted Army-Navy "E" for excellent
performance.
After World War II Elliott decided to
move into the finished goods market, a
step which set textile friends whispering
that he had gone off his rocker. The
decision launched construction of Grace
Bleachery near Lancaster.
To his proven ability as a financier
and manufacturer, he now demonstrated his talent as a merchandiser. Remembering what his father had told
him , "Goods well made are half sold,"
he sent his salesmen out with a finished
product second to none . Armed with
lighted magnifying sets, they showed
the quality in Springmaid sheets as
compared to competing products.
Paving the way for the sales pitch he
launched one of the most fantastic advertising campaigns ever seen in that or
any other business before or since.
Bizarre ads, usually risque, and illustrated by big name artists, began to
appear in magazines with nationwide
circulation . Perhaps the best remembered pictured a sexy looking Indian lass
climbing out of a hammock made of a
sheet in which sprawled an exhausted
brave . The caption read, "A buck well
spent on a Springmaid sheet." Another
showed a ring of firemen holding a
sheet as a girl jumped from a burning
house. The punchline said, "I like to
catch 'em on a Springmaid sheet."
The ads, some of which were tabooed by some publishers, set the
country talking and laughing, at bridge
clubs , m1ss1onary societies, locker
rooms and on the streets. Springmaid
sheets and pillowcases outdistanced
every other brand on the market. Today
the Springmaid label remains at the top
rung .
Controversy generated by the ads
also accrued additional mileage in the
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news columns and produced coverage
and comment in Time, Newsweek, Life
and other national publications. Thousands of letters poured in, pro and con.
The Colonel thrived on it and delighted
in printing some of the unfriendliest.
Paralleling manufacturing and sales
expansion was a vast program inside
and outside the plants which bespoke
the concern he felt for the welfare of
"his people ." A cafeteria system was
begun to provide workers on all shifts
hot balanced meals at less than cost.
Added were medical and life insurance,
vacation bonus, profit sharing plan,
medical care and clinics. The residents
of Lancaster gained when Springs built
the multi-million dollar Marion Sims
Hospital. There was help also for fledgling churches and colleges.
In Springs plant communities such
recreational facilities emerged as parks,
golf courses, tennis courts, swimming
pools and bowling alleys . Springmaid
Beach at Myrtle Beach provides wholesome summer entertainment at economical costs for employees and their
families and the general public . The golf
course at Fort Mill was among the first of
similar units to be built. Springs presented the layout to the people of Fort
Mill township with the statement that he
had taught them how to work and now
he wanted to show them how to play.
Because it was a gift to the residents
and not to a government unit , he asked
his friend, Editor W.R . Bradford , Jr. of
the Fort Mill Times, to accept the layout
on behalf of the citizenry . In return,
there was a very special gift from area
folks to the Colonel: a goat wagon
loaded with a handsome bag of golf
clubs.
He never cared a great deal for golf.
He was a good tennis player and loved
to fish . He enjoyed hunting birds and
was a pretty fair shot. The Colonel got
much pleasure from his swimming pool.
To teach his son Sonny to swim, he
picked him up and tossed him into the
water. Anne, the daughter, "escaped"
her lesson by hiding in the shrubbery
and later was taught by "Miss Tony,"
her governess.
And he never outgrew his love for
playing with trains and railroads. The
Lancaster and Chester Railway, chartered in 1873 and bought in 1896 at
auction to satisfy its debts by Col. Leroy
Springs for $25,000, was a plaything he
seemed to enjoy most. He printed
stationery showing the country's entire
rail system on a map of the United
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Above, left, clad in macintosh and deerstalker
Springs seems ready for
a trek to Baker Street
with his Rolls Royce and
its Springmaid ornament. Center, Springs
was fond of changing his
mode of transportation
to suit the occasion:
here at the skating rink
of Springs Park. Above
right, Springs, wearing
derby and cape bearing
many of his ads, Springs
is ready for a jaunt in his
Stutz Bearcat with Russian license tag and
Springmaid hood ornament. Right, Springs
chats with Mavis Funderburk of Lancaster, one of
the first Miss Springmaids. Both are decked
out in Springs Mills ads.
Opposite, Springs' remarkable
advertising
blitz produced bizarre
and often risque ads. The
Republic
went
into
spasms of talk and
laughter and publicity
(or notoriety) boosted
sales. The "news clippings" are from the
"BawL Street Journal,"
and warn that "any . . .
person subject to bruises
should wear at least two
thicknesses of girdles
before venturing on Capitol Hill. A chest protector would also be
valuable in a pinch."
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States. In large lettering the title read "L
& C Railway" adding in very small type
"and connecting lines." He always
maintained that the 29-mile stretch of
his line might not be as long but was as
wide as any in the nation.
As company vice president, he
chose figures from government, entertainment and other well known and
high places , generals, admirals, statesmen and the like . One was Gypsy Rose
Lee who came to unveil the new station
at Lancaster. Removing her gloves to
break a bottle of champagne over the
new structure, she said: "This is all I will
take off today."
In a bygone day, the L & C provided
passenger transportation for the countryside. Today it continues as a profitable standard freight operation . Diesel
locomotives now replace the ancient
wood and coal burning engines. However, for the entertainment of children ,
who for half a century waved as the old
steamers puffed by , the L & C acquired
and put into operation the only miniature steam driven railway in the world
which has thrilled passengers since the
Charleston Exposition of 1902 . With a
full crew of engineers, switchmen and
brakemen it operates in nearby Springs
Recreation Park, enjoyed by thousands
of young folks.
From World War I days throughout
his life , flying and planes held his fancy.
Immediately after the war he continued
to fly, in the Reserves and also as a test
pilotfor L.W .F. Airplanes. In later years
he was state commander of the Civil Air
Patrol , turning over his railroad car
office as Wing headquarters.
There was a little stunting thrown in
to boot. On one memorable occasion in
1923 he interrupted the dedication
ceremony at the Buster Boyd Bridge,
spanning the Catawba River on the
South Carolina-North Carolina boundary. He roared up the river toward the
crowded span, then leveled off at the
last instant and flew underneath the
new bridge so close to the water that a
wash followed along the surface of the
river .
His daughter , Anne, was a student at
Ashley Hall boarding school at Charleston when the devastating hurricane of
1938 swept inland and communications
were cut off. Springs loaded his plane
with candles and supplies and took off
on a mission of mercy . As it turned out,
the storm was not as bad as heralded
and the students had not even heard of
it. Recalling the incident today , Anne

smiled a bit, "He was there with a loan
of food and supplies . . . but couldn't
quiet the tears of a 12-year-old homesick girl."
Springs owned a vast array of flying
machines over the years. There was a
Baco Biplane in which he taught neighbor Bob Bryant of Rock Hill to fly . Bob
went on to set world records for light
aircraft . Springs owned two Army
Scouts , a Stagger Wing Beechcraft,
Cessna 195, Waco E with a 450 horsepower engine, two Army BT 13 trainers
and a glider. From government surplus
he acquired and put on display at his air
field a B-25 Bomber, P-47 Thunderbolt
Fighter, AT-6 Army Trainer, B-17 Flying Fortress and a B-24 Liberator
Bomber.
Flying , which he loved , was to bring
him the saddest day of his life on a
Sunday afternoon in 1946 . Leroy
"Sonny" Springs, then an honor student at Georgia Tech , was riding in a
plane which had taken off from the
Lancaster airport pulling a glider bearing
his father. The plane stalled. Elliott cut
the glider loose, then watched as the
towing ship plunged to earth killing his
son and the pilot, Sid Mahaffey. The
glider landed safely . Those close to
Springs felt that he never recovered
from the shock and grief . Stoic though
he was in outward makeup , he became
a much sterner man, seeking solace in
applying himself more assiduously to his
work .
He bought the private railroad car of
Charles M. Schwab, president of Bethlehem Steel , and parked it on a siding in
Fort Mill near the Springs plants. It
served as his office and dining room for
plant managers and other guests . Later
he moved into a new office building in
Fort Mill. He had toyed with the idea of
having his office in the new structure installed as an elevator to carry him from
floor to floor for conferences. Meeting
some engineering difficulties, he settled
for a conference table which rises out of
the floor .
As a mechanical wizard who understood and could repair a car, airplane or
any machine in his textile plants, it came
quite naturally that Springs would be an
automobile buff. Years before the invasion by overseas manufacturers, he
was driving foreign cars, feeding more
fuel to the Springs legend .
En route from Fort Mill to Lancaster
at breakneck speed, he was hauled in
by a state patrolman and fined $25.
Reaching back into his wallet, he said
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wryly, "Here, you'd better take fifty . I'll
be back this way after lunch ."
On the same highway an irate motorist was being questioned by the law
when Springs flew by in a Cord.
"Why don't you arrest him?," the
driver bellowed .
"I would if I could catch him," the
officer retorted.
Young Leroy ("Sonny") once overturned a car rounding a curve on the
stretch from U.S. 21 to Fort Mill . He
told his father he was going 60 . Elliott
did not buy that and insisted that they
get into another auto and go back up
the road for a rerun .
"I want you to come around that
same curve doing 60 miles an hour ," he
told his son . " If we turn over you'll
never drive another one of my cars."
After young Springs negotiated the
test run, curve and all, in perfect style,
father Elliott told him, "I knew all the
time you were going over 60 when you
turned over."
The car collection started with a Stutz
Bearcat from Elliott's college days and
included a special make high-speed
Studebaker, an early Mercedes diesel ,
Mercedes 300SL, several Rolls Royces ,
one cut down to a stake body truck ,
another Rolls town car, a Cord and the
first Corvette in the country , now in an
auto museum .
The man on whose shoulders the
mantle of responsibility would fall when
Elliott Springs died was his son-in-law ,
H. William Close , now the chairman of
the board . Anne Springs was at Smith
and Bill Close in the Navy when they
met on what amounted to a "blind
date ." Close was a Pennsylvania
Yankee and knew nothing of the textile
industry . Actually , he had planned to
go into advertising. However, Elliott
persuaded him to come into the mill
business, promising a "better course" of
training than he was about to receive.
The course ran the gamut of Springs'
business from the New York office
through the entire process of making
fabric in a cotton mill and extended over
several years . To get a working knowledge of manufacturing, he worked.
Close became "one of the boys ." In a
driving contest at the Rock Hill Country
Club he shanked his ball off the tee and
when it struck a nearby pumphouse and
bounced high into the air he dropped
his club and ran to catch it as an outfielder chasing a fly . Although he
missed the ball the gallery gave him a
nice round of applause.
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"What I can't understand," he said,
"is everybody remembers what happened in Rock Hill . Next year I won the
contest in Fort Mill and nobody ever
mentions it. " He was thrown in a donkey ball game and broke an arm. Next
morning Springs, noting the cast, inquired as to what had happened . Voicing no sympathy , he suggested pointedly that Bill leave off cowboy stuff and
stick to business .
Close was well groomed for the task
ahead and under his leadership and
direction development continued in the
Springs organization . Today there are
20 textile plants , 17,000 textile employees and 197 4 textile sales of $489
million . Textile products are woven and
knitted fabrics for apparel , decorative
furnishings , and home sewing , such as
sheets, pillowcases , towels , draperies,
and quilted bedspreads . In 1973
Springs acquired Seabrook Foods,
whose eight frozen food plants had
1974 sales of $111 million.
In this country textile plants are
located in the two Carolinas and frozen
food plants in seven states . The International Division includes a marketing
subsidiary in Paris and a textile plant in
Indonesia . Value of all Springs operations at the end of last year was
$358 ,262 ,000 .
In 1959 the 63-year-old Elliott White
Springs died of cancer. His name lives
on in the industrial empire he built . The
family cherishes memories of his loyal
devotion , tender moments with the
grandchildren whom he liked to entertain with stories of Greek mythology .
Murphy Gregg , longtime personal
secretary , recalls stopping the car so
Springs could get out and talk to a
family servant of former years and peel
off a bill or two from his pocketbook. He
is remembered , too , by folks he stopped
to chat with during frequent solitary
walks through the mills and by families
who joined in community sings which
he led at Springs Park . Thousands continue to benefit from the millions of
dollars poured into "Springs Communities" by the Foundation bearing his
name.
Because of who he was and what he
represented , some no doubt held the
Colonel in awe . They should not have .
In his own inimitable way he loved them
all , and called them "my people. "
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A eherr,y jubilee

by Sarah Danner

ere's a riddle for you : What fruit
comes in colors ranging from pale
ivory to deep mahogany , may be
very sweet or very sour, is related to the
almond, was first cultivated in America
in 1629 and is now consumed by
Americans to the tune of 140,000 tons
a year and is closely identified with the
month of February?
The answer, of course , is the cherry .
Thanks to Parson Weems and his Life

is canned or frozen .
Spread dough with 1 stick oleo or
Another familiar form for cherries is butter, softened. Mix 3/4 cup sugar and
as maraschino cherries. Sweet cherries, 1/z tsp . almond extract and sprinkle over
usually Royal Ann , are bleached , pitted dough . Roll up as for a jelly roll , starting
and steeped in a syrup containing bitter on the long side . Slice in llz inch thick
almond and red coloring or mint flavor- slices and arrange on hot cherries . Bake
ing and green coloring . The name for about 25 minutes, until golden brown .
this product is derived from the original Serves six.
process in which the cherries were soaked in a cordial called "maraschino ," If you like chocolate covered cherries,
made from the Italian marasca cherry . here's a taste-treat for you of George Washington : With Curious The French later developed the process
Anecdotes, Equally Honorable to Him- by which our familiar maraschino cherself and Exemplary to His Young Coun- ries are made today .
Thanks to the marvels of modern
trymen , every schoolchild soon learns
CHOC-0-CHERRY CAKE
the legend of the Father of our Country transportation and refrigeration , proand his honesty in the face of the fallen duce markets in the South do offer fresh Combine in mixing bowl :
cherry tree . Throughout the years, the cherries in season on a limited basis.
3 cups sifted all-purpose flour
cherry has become a February favorite . However, most Southern cooks make
2 cups sugar
While cherry pie may be the first good use of the many other forms of cherries
111z tsp . baking soda
treat that comes to mind, the variety for delicious homemade treats. Here
1 tsp . salt
and versatility of the smallest of our are some special cherry recipes, utilizing
3/4 cup butter or margarine
common fruits are great. Sweet cherries February's fruit , but guaranteed to
(room temperature)
are grown in the Northwest primarily . please in any month .
111z cups buttermilk
They are larger than the sour varieties, To start with, a real quickie firm yet tender and more than half the
Blend well at low speed . Beat 111z
total crop is canned or frozen . Some of
minutes .
CHERRY PINWHEEL COBBLER
the more popular sweet varieties are the
bing and the tartarian ; they , like most
sweet cherries, are dark red to almost Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Pour two
black in color. The only light sweet cans of cherry pie filling into a baking
cherry grown commercially is the Royal dish and place in oven to heat through Add :
3 eggs
Ann , also called the Napoleon ; it is while preparing the topping .
1/4 cup liquid from maraschino
generally sold as a canned product.
Topping
cherries
Sour cherries are smaller, rounder
3 squares unsweetened chocolate ,
and softer; they are primarily grown in
melted
New York, Wisconsin and Michigan 2 cups biscuit mix , made up as for
12 maraschino cherries, sliced
and 90 percent of the sour cherry crop biscuits , rolled out about 1/z inch thick.

H
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Beat Ph minutes at low speed . Bake in
three greased and floured layer cake
pans, 30 to 35 minutes at 350 degrees .
When cool, frost with creamy chocolate
frosting.

Creamy Chocolate Frosting
Melt over boiling water:
4 squares unsweetened chocolate
l/ 4 cup butter or margarine
Combine in mixing bowl :
1 pound powdered sugar
1h cup milk
1h tsp. salt
1 tsp . vanilla

Pinch salt
lh cup pecans
lh cup maraschino cherries
2 tbs . sugar
2 tbs . cream
2 tbs. lemon juice
1 cup crushed pineapple
3/4 cup Royal Ann Cherries
1 cup mandarin oranges
1 cup whipping cream
Mix cheese thoroughly with cream , add
other ingredients , folding in whipped
cream last. Freeze in a large mold or individual ones . Freeze and store covered
in freezer . Remove shortly before serving to just begin to thaw . Eight servings .

Add chocolate mixture, blending well. Another do-ahead dish ; call it salad or
Chill ten minutes . Beat until it reaches dessert spreading consistency , and add 12
chopped maraschino cherries . Garnish
RICHELIEU MOLD
with additional cherries if desired .
1 can pitted dark sweet cherries
A delightful frozen salad, great for do(16 oz.)
ahead hostesses 1 pkg . cherry flavored gelatin (3 oz.)
1 cup boiling water
ROYAL FROZEN DELIGHT
2 tbs. orange juice
3/4 cup orange sections, diced
1 3-oz. pkg . cream cheese
1 cup whipped topping
1/ 3 cup mayonnaise
l/ 4 cup chopped toasted almonds

Drain cherries, reserving 3/4 cup of the
syrup. Dissolve gelatin in boiling water.
Add reserved syrup and orange juice.
Chill until thickened . Fold in cherries
and oranges . Pour into a four-cup mold
or individual molds. Chill until firm.
Unmold and serve with whipped topping combined with almonds. Makes six
servings .

Here's a double-purpose recipe , super
on ham loaf or pound cake CHERRY SAUCE
1 16 oz. can pitted tart red cherries
2 tbs . sugar
4 tsp . cornstarch
1/4 tsp . salt
1/4 tsp . grated lemon peel
1/ 8 tsp . cinnamon
1/ 8 tsp . nutmeg
1/4 tsp . red food coloring
Drain liquid from cherries into measuring cup ; add water to make one cup. In
P h quart saucepan mix sugar, cornstarch, salt , lemon peel, cinnamon and
nutmeg ; stir in liquid until blended .
Cook over medium heat , stirring con-
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palmetto profiles
Gordon Stumpo ... Craftsman
e wanted out of the rat race in the
East, away from the pressures of
business; he wanted to create , to
put his heart and soul into something to
which others would respond. So
Gordon Stumpo gave up the dental
laboratory he had operated in New
Jersey for 25 years and moved to South
Carolina's Grand Strand where he
opened Bits of Silver, which features
Stumpo's original miniature sculptures
in silver, plus unusual jewelry and gemstones .
Since its opening , Bits of Silver has
been an overwhelming success. 'The
response has been marvelous," said
Stumpo . "Word of mouth is the greatest
advertising. Most of the people who
come in have heard of the shop from
others."
And like all artists who thrive on communication , Stumpo derives infinite
satisfaction from the people who visit his
Ocean Drive shop. "It's satisfying to
hear and see the response. In the dental
lab, you seldom heard a compliment,
but here, people come in , they see and
admire the work and say how much
they like it . It's very rewarding and surprising how many people ask to watch
me work ."
Stumpo uses the "lost wax process"
to create his exquisite miniatures and
mounts them on mineral, fossil or rock
specimens. Each individual figure is
hand-carved in wax, cast in silver,
polished and then mounted on the
selected specimen . "Variations of the
pieces are as limitless as nature itself. No
two mineral formations ever quite lending the exact setting twice for the artist's
creativity ," he says.
Although always creative and interested in woodworking and other
artistic pursuits, Stumpo began his current career quite by chance when his
wife Gary bought a piece of petrified
wood at a mineral show . "It seems to
need something," she said . "Why not

H
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put a little figure or something on it?"
Stumpo sculpted a small squirrel and
thus began the technique which was to
launch a second successful career. The
Stumpos' married daughter was an interior designer and asked if she could
place two or three of his pieces in her
shop . Other designers saw the silver
miniatures and they too asked for
samples for their stores .
The sculptured figures were so successful that Stumpo found himself
working nights and weekends to keep
up with the demand . "So I decided to
do it full-time ," he said . "I was fed up
with the pressures in the lab business
and I wanted to get away from the cold ,
shoveling snow , icy roads and all that. "
The Stumpos had visited members of
Gary's family who live on the Strand
and decided that North Myrtle Beach
would be a nice area to work in . "I like
to golf and fish too ," said Stumpo , "and
this is the place to do it. "
Bits of Silver has been such a success,
however, that Stumpo hasn't had much
time for other interests. Originally he
had intended to keep the shop open

only through the summer , but the
demand for his work , not only from
tourists but from local clientele as well ,
has been so great that he remained
open through the Christmas season.
Nor has he had the time to visit the
gem and mineral shows as he would
like , but he intends to do so during the
off-season . "I'd like to show them what
can be done with minerals ," he explained. He buys his specimens from
dealers , but sometimes people bring in
their own minerals and ask him to
design sculpture for them.
Could it be that this new success will
bring other pressures? "Perhaps ," he
conceded , "but I can control it to some
extent. I can set my own pace , work at
my own leisure . Besides, the work is a
relaxation , a pleasure ."
And indeed it is a pleasure, for both
the artist and the beholder, for in
Stumpo's creative miniatures, one finds
a unique blend of the creativity of man
and nature .
Mary Miller is a free-lance writer from
Langley AFB , Va.
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Lois Eargle ...
Concerned Citizen
training in law or public speaking, Mrs.
Eargle is in constant demand to tell the
South Carolina story of judicial reform.
In her talks and workshops, spiked with
gentle humor, this mother of four
stresses the concerned citizen as the
most important person in any community . Her lectures to groups in
Maine, New Hampshire and other
Northern states begin with an engaging
smile, a wave of the hand and, "Hi y'all.
I bring you greetings from South Carolina, the land of grits, rice, red-eye
gravy and chitlins ." Her informal platform manner immediately brings Yankee audiences under her spell. They
learn what the state has done and is
continuing to do toward updating its
court system. South Carolina has done
in six months what it took Kansas eight
years to accomplish. The reason? Citizen input.
When asked why she became involved in the complicated problem of
court changes, she answers, "Everybody should be interested in a cause,
and this is mine."
Lois gives credit to the many individuals and organizations that share her
interest. Among these are: the S.C .
Federation of Business and Professional
Women (of which she is a member),
ois Eargle quotes Arthur Vander- NAACP, League of Women Voters,
bilt, "Court reform is not a sport for S.C. Bar Association, the president of
the short-winded. It takes years to Court UpDate, the American Judicadevelop an informed citizenry," and for ture Association and the S.C. Chamber
three years she has worked diligently to of Commerce . She is the only woman
update the court system of South who has served on the board of direcCarolina. Her involvement in court re- tors of the Chamber. And the only
form began in 1972 while attending a member of the 62-year-old American
conference called by Gov. John West. Judicature Association who is not a
The group represented a cross-section lawyer, judge or in government work.
of South Carolinians who, like Lois, And she is the only woman. Lois has
sensed a need for reorganizing the judi- the most important quality needed to be
cial system. No changes had been made in this distinguished society-concerned
since the 1895 Constitution, when the citizenship.
As an adjunct to her involvement,
state's economy was agricultural. From
the 1972 conference emerged the or- Mrs. Eargle visits the places where court
action begins and ends. Some accused
ganization known as "Court UpDate."
Although she has no professional spend more time in prison waiting for
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trial than the sentence for his misdeed, a
matter which contradicts the strictures of
the Sixth Amendment. Lois has inspected the new computer system at SLED,
visited the Police Academy, jails, prison
camps, the Central Correction Institution and Cell Block I in the old State
Penitentiary, including death row .
In 1972 a study was made of South
Carolina's court system, but the committee couldn't make a report because
there was no unified system . Each
county had its own, and there was overlapping jurisdiction. In 1973 the General Assembly ratified a unified court
system and a state court administrator
was appointed .
Gov. James Edwards called Citizens'
Conference II in February 1975, to
further study of changes in the court
system. Chairman Eargle noted that no
major changes had been made, but anticipated more reform during 1976,
election year and recently Gov . Edwards appointed Lois to serve on the
Criminal Justice and Crime and Juvenile Delinquency and Court Reform
Commission.
In her speeches, Lois emphasizes the
basic reason for judicial reform this way:
"Schools don't exist to give jobs to
teachers and principals, but to educate
the children . Hospitals don't exist to
give jobs to doctors and nurses, but to
meet the needs of the sick. The courts
are not there for lawyers and judges, but
to promote efficient justice for the
people. If we ever lose sight of this concept, we would live under a dictatorship ."
On July 4, 1976 Lois will be in Philadelphia as a member of a special committee for Justice '76. This project is to
focus citizen concern on the response of
our courts to the demands of justice.
The American Judicature Society is
sponsoring this committee of 24 persons. Lois is one of the three women so
honored.
Two hundred years ago in that city
and on that day, the most influential
men of their time stated their objections
to "obstruction of the administration of
justice." And with faith in "the protection of Divine Providence," they founded a new nation . Their faith is being
brought to fulfillment by the input of
concerned citizens like Lois Eargle who
work to bring about needed changes in
a true democracy .
Annette E. Reesor is a free-lance writer
from Conway.
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THE GIRL IN THE GREEN DRESS
As if the distance is not enough,
My car carries me so fast
That you come to me
As little more than a dress.
But even then you explode,
And I suddenly know things
We can never tell. Our secrets
In a flash of light, an instant
Of undeniable heat. But in the clearer,
Focused vision of my imagination's
Fallout, I see in your hand-is that
A key you hold? Oh, turn the lock,
Close the door behind,
Embrace me softly in your green-sleeved arms,
Completely, in the mind, in the mind.
- Stephen Gardner
-Sandy Allred
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Hey, Coach, I'm Seasick
I

f football coaches think they have
problems with big-time college
teams , they should try coaching a
college fishing team. I thought I'd felt
the last of coaching headaches and
nervous stomachs when my stalwarts
lost a high school tennis championship
in Jersey City back in the '60s. But there
I was 50 miles out in the Atlantic off the
South Carolina Coast on an open boat
as a "coach" in an intercollegiate deep

sea fishing contest. (Pass the dramamine .)
So what does a fishing coach do?
Well, if he has any sense he either
makes sure there's a good supply of
refreshments on the boat or spends a lot
of time fishing to keep from getting
bored . Prof. Don Kelley of Francis
Marion College and I did both as the
fishing team from Coastal Carolina
College (ever hear of Conway?) met

by Don M illus
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our upstate rivals in the first Coastal
Carolina Invitational. And where else
but in a fishing match is it proper for a
coach to celebrate his team's success
with a cold brew while the match is still
on?
Coach Kelley is a dyed-in-the-keel
tournament bass fisherman, so when I
suggested an intercollegiate fish-off he
laughed and said something about saltwater bottom fishing being just luck.
Doesn't require the "touch" needed
with those old rubber worms, right? Of
course, when we met for our day of
fishing at 6 a.m . in front of Myrtle
Beach's prestigious Patricia Inn, he had
with him three of the largest and most
determined looking young men this side
of the Ohio State forward wall . Even the
young lady on the Francis Marion team
(yes, Gloria, college fishing is co-ed)
was a tall blonde who pulled fish off the
ocean bottom as fast as her teammates.
Just to keep us interested, Coach
Kelley noted that he and his team had
been out to the wee hours the previous
night. Probably celebrating their victory,
after they had seen our team with a
captain and co-captain weighing in at
220 pounds total. But you don't have to
be big to catch fish , you say . Naturally,

but it does help not to get seasick, es- the Olympic committee demanding a
pecially if you're the host team and the urine specimen.
The Gulf Stream and snapper bank
match sails out of your home port.
Since we didn't have a huge budget boats along this part of the coast don't
to back the tournament we were happy mess around getting out there . It was
to get space booked for us, courtesy of full speed ahead as we plowed through
the Greater Myrtle Beach Chamber of some fair-sized waves. A lot of whiteCommerce, on one of the party boats caps were showing between us and the
sailing from the Hurricane Dock in Little horizon, but nothing a good sailor
River. It was the last Saturday in Octo- couldn't take. Despite our school's
ber, a beautiful day with a forecast of name I was beginning to wonder if my
clear skies and temperatures in the 70s. team was composed entirely of tobacco
A lot of other people had the same idea farmers.
The boat's skipper, Frank Juel, wantwe did and the boat would be packed
from bow to stern . Nothing like having a ed to make sure his contestants got a
fishing team getting its lines fouled up in good catch and he sailed for a longer
front of a big crowd. At least everyone than usual time, scanning the bottom
made it to the dock on time, with the for a good concentration of hungry fish.
exception of one member of the local The engines had hardly slowed when
press who just missed the boat. The less one of our all-stars had a spoon over the
stern in hopes of hanging a dolphin or a
evidence the better.
By the time we hit the swells outside king mackerel. The rest of us laughed as
the inlet at Little River, our team captain the boat picked up speed (not the right
was already looking a little green about spot yet) and our eager fisherman had
the gills as he rigged a spin casting rod to hold on for dear life to get his line and
to have on hand just in case some dol- lure pumped back to the boat.
phin showed near the surface. "Don't
We finally got over a likely looking
worry coach," he assured me, "I've piece of bottom and the lines went into
been taking motion sickness pills for the the water. We were told that the trick
past 48 hours to get ready for this." I was to get the hooks, baited with squid
was glad we didn't have to worry about or mullet, down to the bottom and let

A MOVING EXPERIENCE
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them stay there even as the boat drifted
away. Something told me to take pictures instead of starting to fish right
away, but my worse judgement got the
better of me as usual. The result was
that the first trigger fish (a dumb-looking
beast with skin like leather, the shape of
an angel fish and a dorsal fin made for
puncturing hands) hooked by our opponents fouled my line and five others.
Oh , yes : coaches' fish counted in the
scoring like everyone else's, one point
per pound, sharks excluded .
By the second drift the Up-Staters
from Francis Marion had a ten-pound
lead and there were no signs that they
were going to show any mercy . As if to
prove a point, their co-ed swung a
doubleheader of silver snapper-really
glorified porgies-past my nose . Meanwhile, our 100 pound lady angler was
outfishing most of her male cohorts.
Coach Kelley , in his best country-boy
style , reckoned that our luck would improve . His team was loading its third
stringer of fish in the cooler by this time .
Even the judges were losing interest
in Coastal's efforts. One of them reeled
in a fish himself-I was still fishless after
getting out of a tournament-quality
tangle with the loss of hooks and sink-
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er-and proceeded to stow his rod and
break out a beer . The other judge, a
marine biologist, was managing to take
pictures of some weird fish , identify
others and still have time to outfish most
of our team.
But things did improve for the Chanticleer (remember the cock in Chaucer's
Canterbury Tales?) anglers from Coastal Carolina College . One of our heroes
managed to haul in a fairly big grouper
and the coach got lucky on one drift and
pulled in five snapper and an amberjack. Of course, it had to be the first
one-pound amberjack I had ever seen .
Not even the night out on the town
seemed to bother our Up-State cousins .
The only students bent over the rail and
chumming were from the good old
home team .
We tried stuffing our guests with
food, but that didn't work. They just
washed it down with Coke or beer and
kept hauling fish in . But we had a
couple of stringers filled by now, too .
Barring a miracle we wouldn't catch
them in total weight, but there was still a
prize for the biggest fish.
"Let's not count trigger fish for the
prize for biggest," I suggested to Coach
Kelley. It was obvious that he knew his

anglers had it in the bag, or on the
stringer, at least. "O .K. , Don , whatever
you say . By the way , those sandwiches
your wife made are great." We should
have made him pay for them .
About a minute after the captain
signaled the end of the day's fishing , my
two least seaworthy competitors made
miraculous recoveries . No sense in
getting too down : We couldn't finish
worse than second .
Between naps on the long run home,
everyone was enthusiastic about getting
another match up in the spring . Now if
we could only invite some schools from
the flatlands . . . .
Back at the dock , our stringers didn't
look that bad compared with those of
the other fishermen on board . But
Francis Marion did beat us by more than
40 pounds total weight. Fortunately , a
four-and-quarter-pound-get
this"speckled hind" grouper beat out a few
of their four-pound porgies for top fish.
Not much, you say? Big enough to get
our team out with split sets on the
awards . And in the immortal words of
my father-in-law , "that size of fish don't
come any bigger."
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EXCITING TENNIS
PRINT

This 16" x IO" tennis print will make a beautiful addition to any
club, office or den . Printed on quality paper, the Tennis Print will
make an excellent gift. To order send $5.50 per print to :

TENNIS PRINT
P. 0. Box 1668
Columbia, S. C. 29202
We pay postage and handling .

Fund Raising
Does your school, club, social or civic
organization need a fund raising project?
If so, consider selling subscriptions to
Sandlapper as a means of raising those
funds. Sandlapper . ... the magazine of
South Carolina and a magazine any South
Carolina school or organization would be
proud to sell. For further information contact:
Sandlapper Press

P.O. Box 1668
Columbia, S.C. 29202

Now they want us to come upstate for
some bass fishing competition . Nothing
like rubber-worm fishing against a
bunch of sharpies . But at least we won't
have to worry about getting seasick.
We had an "awards cookout" that
night and tied them at eating. It was a bit
of consolation after a long day to discover they were just as exhausted as
we . The Up-Staters changed our mind
about one thing, though : bottom fishing
is just a matter of luck . . . at least until
our next deep sea fish-off.
That was the way the Coastal Carolina Invitational began in 1974. The
second annual competition was held
last March and drew five schools from
the United States and Canada for two
days of deep sea fishing off the South
Carolina Coast, and two evenings of
lectures, films, and demonstrations on
sport fishing and conservation provided
by the S.C . Wildlife and Marine Resources Department. Student competitors from Yale, the University of Western Ontario, and University of North
Carolina at Wilmington joined Coastal
Carolina College and Francis Marion for
the event, and they were all enthusiastic
about coming back for another fish-off.
The Invitational was sponsored by the
Greater Myrtle Beach Chamber of
Commerce and Coastal Carolina College with the tourism commission of
Horry County providing the costs of
boats and meals . North Myrtle Beach
motels donated accommodations, while
banks and businesses in Conway and
Myrtle Beach provided additional financial backing. It was a true community
effort, and the introduction to sport fishing in the Carolinas won a lot of friends
for the area.
There's already a long waiting list for
the 1976 Coastal Carolina Invitational,
which seems to be the only intercollegiate saltwater fishing competition in
the country . Ohio State, Princeton and
Notre Dame have already asked for invitations , and UNC-Wilmington is eager
to come back to defend its title (they just
edged out the "pros" from Francis
Marion) . Some are already asking
whether Coastal Carolina College will
ever win its own tournament with its
present coach . Those anonymous letters containing packets of motion sickness pills are beginning to arrive more
frequently.
Donald Milius is a free-lance writer from
Conway .
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The Lady ~s aFirebug
It was the second week of May 1781. Gen. Francis Marion and Col. Light Horse Harry
Lee had been besieging Ft. Motte for several days, to no avail. The once-gracious mansion of
Mrs. Rebecca Motte had been turned into a fortress. Although surrounded, the British commander refused to surrender. Marion and Lee suspected that Lord Rawdon was leading a
column of reinforcements from Camden for the protection of this most vital British outpost.
The two American leaders decided that the home would have to be destroyed.
When informed, Mrs. Motte not only agreed to the idea, but presented an East Indies bow
and arrows, a prized gift, and suggested that they use fire arrows to burn her home. Expert
archers from Marion's brigade scored several fiery hits and as the British garrison scrambled
to the roof to put out the fire, Lee's six-pounder guns peppered the fort. After the white flag,
both sides joined to save the house. That night the indomitable Rebecca Motte hosted victors
and vanquished to a massive fest, in keeping with the Low-Country tradition of hospitality.
We have no doubt that if Sandlapper had been around then Rebecca Motte would have
used some Sandlapper recipes for her feast. And General Marion and Col. Lee would have
had some relaxed reading around the campfire at Snow's Island .
We weren't around then and so they didn't-but we're here now.
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1e
by James Applewhite
ee had parked his Buick at the head
of the street, where Stanleyville's
one stoplight marked the main
cross of traffic. Today, Sunday, there
were no cars in sight. Little towns like
this held only one of anything, he
mused. The markets and stores were
arranging in his thoughts as he walked .
On the street intersecting Main at the
stoplight, the fish market and barber
shop hovered off in memory to his right.
Back to the left, a furniture store, hardware store and gasoline distributor's
office. He felt their falling into place.
Their plate-glass windows emptily faced
the railroad, beyond whose ridge were
the crazily-angled roofs of the sawmill,
with piled boards, a water tank, then the
lonesome sky. It had been a nice kind of
place to be a kid in. Everything had
been in order. Beyond this one block of
business, the oaks took over, implying
the brick or white wooden houses, their
shadowed or screened-in porches,
which seemed to have grown from that
shade. Four blocks of dwellings were
bulwarked by the school, hollow-windowed, two-story. Beyond its playground, the land fell away in a slope to
where the creek made a boundary.
Midway between creek and railroad
were the pivotal churches: one Baptist,
one Methodist, spread apart almost a
block but occupying a center in the way
he remembered it, the Methodist of
brick, with spire on steeple, the Baptist
white wood with a squared-off tower
holding the bell. They were a block
away from business, two from the railroad, in the center where people lived,
slept, ate and prayed.

L
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And a block and a half on from the
Methodist church was where his parents
had lived . He remembered the twostory bungalow in an atmosphere of
Christmas. He remembered himself
walking on the vacant lot next door , a
football in his hands, the time after sundown. He was looking between the few
wooden houses toward the west, where
beyond the land went in sandy-white
furrows toward a branch, the trees lined
distantly above . Getting out of town had
been so easy . Just step through the
backyards, their own and one neighbor's, and the fields began. With the
evening star in a sky which was still
glowing orange, it had been easy to imagine a manger. For the infant Jesus to
be away in. The wooden roof for animals had nestled in the shadow of those
distant trees, close to the invisible,
moving water, just beneath the evening
star . He had been religious because of
the stillness in those evenings . When
the town had seemed asleep, the
houses like a child's blocks laid out in
play. And the attitude of the people had
seemed equally simple . When he was a
child . Church school picnics in the summers, the innocence of many things to
eat, lemonade in a wooden tub with the
squeezed-out halves floating yellow,
among fragments of ice . The men of the
town had formed a baseball team, had
played in a league on Sundays. Out
behind the school, the diamond was
next to an enormous oak. They had
been simple people, undisturbed by the
world.
Lee found himself before the plate-

glass windows of the store which his
grandfather had started. A white wooden shelter stretched above, supported
by posts at the curbside . Loafers had
whittled off their corners, so that they
were nearly round , under their many
layers of paint. His grandfather's name ,
in chipped gold lettering, was still on the
glass: W. L. Yelverton, General Merchandise . Lee's silhouette in his turtleneck and sport coat was like a ghost on
the blue-filmed window, which reflected
the sky , still pale with light, from a lot
across the street. Lee turned his back to
the window. There, in that space,
between the far edge of the furniture
store and the beginning of the bank,
was where circuses had been held . That
rutted grass had held big tents and
animals. Sometimes a revival. But
mostly just circuses and carnivals . He
thought he felt in the window, beyond
the corner of his sight, that essential
loneliness of small country towns . In the
middle of anywhere . Where people had
moved in from homeplaces or maybe
from two-room shacks. Places not so far
removed, if you were accurate about it,
from the old log cabins of their ancestors, who had cleared those fields.
Someone had always been clearing new
land, after the Civil War, even after
World War I. Maybe land in a hollow by
the creek, that one year in six got flooded, so nobody had troubled with it
before. Until somebody did . And the
Civil War itself wasn't that long ago. Not
as the river runs, as the land is altered .
Those cabins had kept a frontier loneliness alive. The people brought it with
them into town, like cold air clinging to
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their clothes. That was what he'd felt
when he imagined the virgin Mary and
Joseph way off there under the
shadowy trees with their infant. A loneliness like the evening star . Fine if you
were a kid , but of course , the women
had suffered . They didn't play baseball,
or plow, or hunt. They'd stayed at
home and gone religious or crazy . He
thought of poor Aunt Sally in Huckleberry Finn , tormented by those snakes,
and sitting up all night with her candle ,
worrying about Tom .
He turned back toward the store .
There was nothing inside the front window . No brogans for plowing , no .22
rifles, carpenter's tools , or high rubber
boots . The store had gone out of business . Back in the rear he could dimly
see the white ghostly shapes of refrigerators and stoves . No more ten-penny
nails, horse-collars and twine for a
county's farmers. W.L. had been done
out of his share of the store by the man
who had started as his bookkeeper.
Now that man was dead and the store
had closed. There was no more baseball
team . The movie theatre next door was
boarded over . Except for groceries,
people drove to Wilson for what they
needed . Now they had television sets,
and didn't need picnics. Lee felt as if
some monstrous plot had been hatched
against the town's way of life. But of
course it was what the people had
wanted , what the loneliness was lonely
for . To be able to get easily away, to
visit other places . To have a sense of
national events spanning that rural sky ,
so that each one in the loneliness of his
parlor was plugged in to the center of
happenings, could participate vicariously in Nixon's re-election .
He hunched his shoulders, thrust his
hands more deeply into his pockets. He
was lonesome for his corduroy coat. He
was lonesome for his mother and
father , for W.L. Yelverton . For the days
of the circuses. He walked back to his
Buick, got in , sat still for a moment
behind the wheel. So now he was going
to go visiting to Louise Hardison's. He
tried to avoid imagining his mother's reaction. His mother was dead . Her aristocratic, iron-graying hair with its upswept profile, her defense of the delicacies of the past, which she'd preserved among the crystal and silver of
her glass-fronted cabinet-that world
had ceased to be central. This world
was stock-car racing and jets, Interstates
busy with traffic. The modern world
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frothed along, like a single wave rushing
in a channel, a log jam of trinkets and
products born mindlessly on its crest .
Impelled by a fury of announcers and
advertisements . Money Money Money
whispering secretly from the wires.
"Sweet Auburn, loveliest village of the
plain," he quoted to himself.
Yes, he had the consolation of his
learning. For what that was worth. It
helped him to understand one thing.
The loneliness of Americans was
unique, because they had come to this
Indian land , had settled it and lived by
their isolate corn rows , by streams,
where squirrels and deer gleaned any
dropped kernels . With the sky looking
in, streaked over at the bottom with
white. As if it was asking What are you
doing here? How do you hope to participate in this unreachable exhilerating
color? You have left your own world,

The Old South was fallen.
The cabinets of crystal and
silver were broken. He
drove out of town feeling
sad but tranquil ... What
was he searching for, he
wondered?

your human world, the domes of your
cathedrals, the community of your
dreams arching over you like a sky. You
have left your art and your books , your
generals , heroes and bishops. You
haven't even a history anymore. Here
you must endure the innocence of this
loneliness, the purity of pine trees and
new fields , the silence of lowland
streams. The brilliance of the evening
star, that enters into your spirit like a
dagger , reminding you that while you
are alive , you are apart from this world
called America .
So you must live here haunted by a
fellowship of icy water, the memory of
shooting a partridge against a sky where
a single star shows through, you must
aspire toward my immaculate clouds in
your summertime churches, your minds
softly fringed by pine straw and
branches, but haunted even so by re-

collections of the world you have left. In
the hymns you sing . In writers you hear
of. In the china you eat on. Wedgewood and England in the background of
your thoughts , while apple trees bloom
in spring tantalizing with a sweetness
prior to history, a reverie of possibilities
that flicker like dreams and are as difficult to grasp . Men on horseback , girls in
white dresses on verandas, chandeliers
and cherry trees brilliantly moving, but
all of it ungraspable , in an Old South
past which was itself imagination, a
fantasy of what was sought, "the sweetness that all longed for night and day."
An order and a brilliance that was no
where achieved . Or hardly anywhere .
Longing toward the old world , toward
an ideal it had dreamed . That Charleston and Richmond had dreamed , that
tidewater Virginia had dreamed , that
many had dreamed of and built toward
with porches and columns. But the land
itself had had no history . Before the
Civil War. A land living the agonized
loneliness and innocence of Eden, it
could have no history . Afterward the
consciousness was more complete. We
had fallen and could build our world.
Our imperfect, fallen kingdom .
Lee's mind was swimming. Light was
fading from the sky . He turned the key
in the ignition . He was going to the consolation of Louise . His world was dead .
The Old South was fallen . The cabinets
of crystal and silver were broken . He
drove out of town feeling sad but tranquil. That had been his first foray, since
his return from Durham, into Stanleysville and the memories it contained . He
had feared what he might feel, but now
it was past and he was somehow more
complete. What was he searching for,
he wondered? He'd been in a graduate
program in English Literature at Duke
University . Partly to please himself, and
partly for his mother. At first she had
wanted him in Divinity, and he had
gone for a year . But his talent was really
in literature , and they had compromised
on a Ph .D. in English . Lucinda had
gone along sweetly with whatever Lee
and his mother had wanted . He knotted
the muscles of his jaws, as if after swallowing some bitter drink. His mother
and Lucinda dying within the period of
a year was like an irony from God. The
two women for whom his life had been
directed. He tried to reassure himself
that he was not being derided by Fate.
His father had been 45 at the time that
Lee was born . So his death , Lee's
senior year in high school, was not so
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unusual. His mother, 36 at his birth ,
had always been delicate . Had , as long
as he'd remembered, preserved her
sensibility behind lace-trimmed handkerchiefs and medications. Probably it
had taken a good deal to solace her for
the loneliness, the lack of hope . For
W.L. Yelverton , her father , had been
one of the powerful landholders in the
county when she had been a girl. Had
owned outright the sawmill and the
store . Then to see his possessions
dwindle in the depression , W .L. too
honorable to take people's land for their
bills , but Rodgers , his bookkeeper, not
equally sensitive . And her marrying his
father , finally at 30 , when he came to be
principal of the school. Lee's hands
were clammy on the wheel. His father
had had education . He'd have to give
him that. Had studied classics at Davidson . But his prospects had been so
static , he'd stayed on in Stanleysville
and just gotten older. Until he'd tried to
compete with his mother's brother, Bill .
The only one who'd inherited W.L. 's
spark . Who'd opened up a service station , had earned back the sawmill by
pure hard work. When Lee's father'd
had opened a tractor place in Wilson , it
had been only ill-timed and pathetic .
His heart wouldn't bear it, he was dead
in two years .
Lee resented him for that , unfairly ,
he knew , but somehow he'd imbibed
the unfairness from his mother . Men
were stupid , her hands had secretly
whispered. The two-carat diamond on
her finger , her mother's, gleamed the
superiority of the past to the present, of
her father to her husband .
Lee punched a button of the radio . It
brought on a country music station , his
favorite . Part of his emotion now was
reaction to his mother . He hated that
assumption of gentility where it rested
only on prejudice and poor nerves .
He'd worked in the summers in his
uncle Bill's station , had gone to school
with country girls, country boys . They
had no selftroubling illusions, no pretentions to position from the past. What
if his other uncle was a bishop in Rich mond? It made no difference to him . He
never intended to see Charles again,
who was almost as old as a grandfather .
He'd known Norma Jean Gaskins and
L.C . Newcomb, he'd played football
with Walter Garris and John Lee
Worthington , they'd been cleanfleshed
country kids with badly kept teeth who
didn't care , they'd been direct as
broomstraw and plowed ground, had
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horsed around with sacred sexual matters in a way that had helped him not go
crazy . Now he had been invited to
Louise Hardison's, and pray God he
could remember to be honest in his feelings and quit living out the ridiculous
delicacies of this mother's world , which
no longer applied.
By the time he found Louise's house ,
shadows were ponding out over fields
from the edges of woodland . It was as if
one among the brick , rancy-style ranks
of a middle-priced suburb had been
plucked up by the TV antenna and set
down in the country . A few young pines
dotted the lawn , but out back the fields
expanded in gradual ascent to an old ,
angleroofed farmhouse on the edge of
the sky , beneath an enormous magnolia . Lee involuntarily shivered at the
thought of the loneliness , which the aspect of the house seemed not to affect.

"It seems like I can't decide
what time I want to live in."

In summer the sun coming down in a
solid wall would hold everything apart ,
static and preserved in its gel. When in
the evenings a morning dove would
whistle out of the collecting shadows,
you would almost want to die of the
sensation of loss . Bobwhites and
morning doves would be moaning and
whistling over something that escaped
them , making cryptic references to
some world or set of emotions that had
sunk out of reach like the continent
Atlantis . Lee pulled his sport coat more
tightly about his body . He got out of the
car. He would go inside to the inevitable
wall-to-wall carpeting, to the clock in a
ship's wheel or an early-American
eagle , to the paneled den.
Louise welcomed him in like an oldtime friend . The softness of her unassuming manner , the odor of fried
chicken , which washed over him when

she opened the door , the color of the
wood fire in the grate , even her little
boy , who played with his blocks on the
floor , all served to distract Lee from his
thoughts . He seemed once again alive
in a plausible present , not caught in
some museum-hall of past time , looking
at things through an unbreakable , yellowed wall of glass . Louise was up on all
their old classmates . There had been a
school reunion only one year ago . And
the fried chicken was amazingly good .
He had forgotten how good it was to
bite into a well-crusted leg that someone
else has cooked. As they ate , she entertained him with accounts of what
everyone was doing . Edna Earl Parrish
was a hairdresser in Fremont . Walter
Garris was still working for Top
Wooten's gang , moving houses . John
Lee Worthington was in the Army , had
worked up to sergeant. Bobby Win stead , his own best friend , was head of
the trust department in a bank in Cary .
"An what about chu , Lee , whachu
gon' be doin' now?"
He dabbled with his spoon in his
coffee . He felt that he should be romantic , or gallant , but felt too dejected to
pretend.
"Louise , I haven 't been feeling too
good. Since Lucinda- " he broke off. "I
can't tell-what's ahead ."
She took up her little boy from his
highchair and took him back with his
favorite plastic blocks to his crib in a
bedroom . When she came back in she
dimmed the lights with the reostatswitch by the door .
"Whacha need is a drink ," she said ,
coming up beside him , placing one
hand , friendly and firm , on his shoulder. "I should of give you one before ."
She made them both tall drinks , using
ginger ale and Canadian Club , ice from
the automatic maker . He accepted his
without comment, noting only that she
must have learned the combination at a
military base .
Lee felt himself an object , allowed her
to lead him to the sofa in the den ,
before the fire. He had none of his pride
of the hero left .
"Now , you just talk to me a little . Tell
me all about it . Remember I lost Robert.
I can understan ." She was sitting angled
toward him, drink in her hand , fire
glowing golden on her neck .
The pressure of contending , inarticulate emotions swam up below his throat .
He lay his head back against the wall .
"It seems like I can't decide what time
I want to live in ." He noticed how
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country he sounded.
"Ain't but one time . That's now." She
fingered her glass .
"Well . But I mean like in what I want
to do. One time I was close to finishing a
doctorate ." That sounded more brisk.
"That seems a long time ago ." He
sipped from his drink. She waited.
"Now I'm living in a trailer . Cause I can't
stand old houses . You know , the way
they make you remember . Old Aunt
Bessie's quilts and pickles ."
Louise laughed, nodding.
"But I don't like the present either.
Advertising and light wires . I just like
things like broomstraw and plowed
fields . They don't make you think of
any time . They're just always ."
Louise sat forward, toward him . She
put her hand lightly on his arm .

to a wedding at the moment . . . . He
made himself refuse to think.
Louise was as basic as apples . And
smelled as clean . Her skin and hair
seemed to have absorbed some golden
yellow from sunlight. He felt himself
carried back behind everything that had
happened , seemed actually again to
inhabit the feelings of 18. He was a
teenager on his first date with a different
girl. He nestled his cheek beside hers
and let the music move them around .
Then she drew her cheek from his,
pulled his face down to hers and kissed
him . They stood embracing to the music
for a long , head-spinning moment ,
cutting the silhouette , he was unconsciously thinking , of couples in the
movies , of Ivanhoe and the fair
Rowena.

"Maybe you jes need some body .
You know . To talk to . Be with . She
waited . "Now look ." she said , more
briskly, "Les jus get a little happier. Les
pay us some music . Come on , help me
decide ." She got to her feet , pulled him
along by the hand to the cabinet of her
stereo . There were no albums by
Chicago or the Fifth Dimension or the
Carpenters or Rolling Stones or even
the Beatles , but underneath the Tammy
Wynette and George Jones and Lynn
Anderson and Elvis they found old
scratchy records from the Fifties , songs
by Johnny Mathis and Tony Bennett
and Nat King Cole and the Four Freshmen . They stacked them up and put
them on . He asked her rather formally
to dance , as if she had been his date at a
Junior-Senior prom . They went around
the carpeted den in sock-feet , cosily
close to the strains of "Blue Velvet ,"
"Red Sails in the Sunset, " "Because of
You," "Tree in the Meadow" and other
romantic melodies which seemed to
pour their streams of poignant syrup
directly from his past. He was grateful
for the curtaining of romance and
whiskey . For whatever kept from his
thoughts a consideration of his mother's
disapproval, her head's silhouette with
graying, unswept hair , clinging to illusions of a more delicate time, of a
propriety of sherbet in crystal on Sunday afternoons, while her insubstantial
hopes for him piled icily white , with the
tall summer clouds.
She had accepted Lucinda , who was
obviously an ordinary person , perhaps
because Lucinda was inferior to herself.
But Lucinda spoke English correctly,
could participate in the ritual of receptions and teas , had been carrying a cake

While the music played , he was
thoughtless and compliant, obeying the
sentiment of the lyrics , which his body
throbbed in time with , and obeying her
hands , which pulled him to the carpet
before the sofa , within the fire 's hemisphere . They nestled their heads into
pillows , embraced within the altitudes of
blue velvet , fond meeting and sad farewell . Her hands seemed synchronized
with the post-war breathless promise of
soldier and girl-friend , true lovers never
to part , unless in some beautiful landscape , some meadow with single tree or
coastline with sunset on sails , within the
melancholy of young love's ending,
with the promise of unforseen loves .
Her fingers moved so certainly, clasping
and containing his feeling , that he had
no time for contradiction .
As she was getting reorganized beside
him , he found himself thinking that the
physical act, after all , was a very simple
thing . He felt relaxed and relieved . He
felt very grateful toward Louise.
"You must of known what I needed ,"
he said , thickly .
"Yeah, I knew ," she said. "I couldn't
never get over Robert's dying . Till
somebody done that for me ." He
squeezed her fingers, in gratitude and
sympathy .
Louise went into the back of the
house to check on her son. Lee lay on
the floor before the fire. The records
were playing still , scratchy and repetitive , but he didn't want to move . Part of
him felt rescued , brought back to life.
He realized that there had been a fear
lodged deep in his body that he would
never again function , not as a man with
a woman .
But now he was rescued. He listened
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gratefully to Tony Bennett sing "Because of You ." He retrieved his watery
drink from the mantel , sat on the sofa
looking musingly into the fire . Louise
came back in and sat down beside him,
put her head silently upon his shoulder .
He could blame himself fiercely, of
course. If he wanted to be severe . His
feelings were such a crazy mixture .
Louise was practically a stranger . Yet
here she was in wifely posture, head on
his shoulder, and to the inside of his
body it felt right . After all , he knew the
kind of person she was , had known her
vaguely since grade school. She was a
person from broomstraw and plowed
fields , her skin had absorbed the color
of sunlight . And after all, people played
roles to one another, they weren 't so
individual as they thought . He and
Louise had made love in memory of the
Fifties, their teenaged feelings in the
Sixties . They had been plugged into the
emotions preserved in those records.
Enveloped in the voice of Tony Bennett , they were living in a time-capsule .
Lee moved his head to look at her
face . There were tiny rims of moisture
glistening below her lashes.
"Louise . What's the matter?" he
asked .
"Nothing ," she whispered , taking his
hand. "Just the records . They was
Robert's ."
Lee moved to get up and cut them
off, but she pulled him back beside her.
"Jes let 'em finish ," she said . "It's
alright now . He'd listen to 'em over and
over."
Lee sat looking into the fire , his own
gaze blurring. He felt so kindly toward
Louise . She was a whole generation,
she had gone to sockhops in gymnasiums , had moved around in romantic
circles to post-war music, had probably
first made love in the back seat of a car.
She had lost her man and her sisters still
had theirs , insurance agents and farmers and county agents and cashiers in
banks, but what did it matter . Time was
swallowing them all up at an even rate,
their faces would be passing backward
into the straw-colored clay, would be
waving in wind within the stems of
broom sedge. What did moralities and
proprieties matter? Weren't they only a
part of the illusions that humanity
troubled itself with, while the winter sky
arched over all, cold-clear, paling their
individual faces into the even hue of soil
below tombstones?
He musn't let himself get too morbid .
He asked Louise for another drink ,
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asked her to play some country music.
Lee's feelings brightened up to Elvis and
Canadian Club . The only thing that
puzzled him was how he could be such
a duality of distant , high-flown , philosophical feelings , the kind of emotions
that had made him once study divinity ,
and this earthly lust for a woman , all
women , which now was beginning once
more to flicker . Louise was up dancing
before the fire . He joined her for one
song , doing the old-time shag . Then
they were back on the sofa , sipping
drinks , holding hands , necking a little .
He was watching himself from a distance , wonderingly. This was the way
people did it , at least in their generation .
What was impure or sinful about it? It
was only unreal , unreal as the illusions
of the music. But what was real? What
was his vocation in life? Now that he'd
given up preaching? And graduate
study? What did people do with their
lives , that partook of the essential?
Maybe to work the land. To commune
with the essential soil , to meditate with a
plow . But that wasn't thinking. Then
you were too hot , too embittered, by
sweat and horse flies and blisters, to be
conscious . Maybe to plow in the summers, realize in the winters. But he was
cut off from the land. He'd just have to
see .
"Had it been-a long time for you?"
Lee felt foolish immediately upon having said this.
"Lee." She got up, stood with her
back in his direction. There was a creak
and a whirr as the forced-air heating
came on. She turned to face him .
"You might as well hear this from me .
If you thought I hadn't-since Robert
was killed . Well. I'm not that way . I
couldn't-well . People would of soon
enough told you . I've been going with a
man . For a while now ."
Lee sat looking at the rug feeling
foolish . What the hell did he expect, he
was asking himself.
"1-1 don't know why I got you involved ," she continued . "Well , I felt so
for you, I guess ."
So it was her doing him the favor ,
giving him the rescue from privation.
Well, so what . Along with the chill inside him , he felt a comfort that was
muffling the loneliness . He felt grateful
to her. He reached up for her hand .
She sat back beside him .
"You might know him . It's Hubert
Taylor."

her the landscape he could touch . He
passionately wished to till the fields she
was , to enter into the sunlit countryside .
After they lay happily crumpled in the
sheets and in her hair , a thin sweat filming their bodies . Then they heard the
little boy crying in his crib. Louise got up
and , in the dim light from one lamp, put
on a blue robe and went out, leaving the
door ajar. Lee lay listening to the
muffled night-time talk of mother and
child, a chill water seeping through the
ceiling into his body , entering into the
veins of his wrists , which lay open to the
cold stars he could feel above the roof.
The cold was seeping from the veins of
his limbs, to pool in his belly in an
autumnal lake. A wind was blowing
through his internal landscape , rattling a
few leaves in gaunt branches. He involuntarily sought his clothes , pulled
them on and was lacing up his shoes
when Louise came back into the room .
"Lee," she said softly. "It's allright.
You don't haf to get up ."
Lee was almost shivering as he pulled
on his turtle neck .
'Tm sorry Louise . It's-it's you know .
Since my daughter. A little kid crying at
night."
"I know ," she said , in her squeaky ,
country-high soprano. She came close

up to him where he stood inside the
doorway, put her head against his
shoulder, leaned the folds of her robe
against his body . In the dim light , he
kissed her. As he drew his lips from
hers , he realized , standing in a darkened bedroom , his eyes closed , embracing
a woman in a robe who had just been
attending to a child , that he had been
kissing his dead wife Lucinda . The
breath twisted hard inside his chest . He
lurched two steps away , staggered
against the door frame.
"Lee . What's the matter?"
"Could we go back to the den?" he
said , with effort .
They went down the hallway to the
den . Lee put back on his sports coat, sat
hunched on the ledge of the hearth,
before the embers of the fire . Louise
perched beside him .
"Don't you want to stay tonight?" she
asked .
"I don't think I'm ready. I-" he
turned to her, took her hand . "You
don't know how much you've helped
me . You-well , I feel like you've rescued-that part of me ."
She grinned a little wickedly, to one
side, a dimple to one edge of her lips .
"It wadn't too unpleasant. Didn't hurt
a bit. "

Louise was kissing him , holding him
more seriously . Closing his eyes, he felt
February 1976
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Lee remembered the thick neck ,
curly black hair, olive skin . He was a
solid , unspectacular halfback . Lee remembered tackling him in practice , the
solid , unyielding torso going cleanly to
earth .
"He was a couple of years ahead of
me, " Lee said. "I remember him ,
though ."
"He works for a company in Snow
Hill that grades highways. He's gone
during the week . Comes home to see
me on Fridays and Saturdays . Sometimes on Sunday . You could come
during the week. Whenever you wanted to . If you would ." She was tracing
the outline of the cuticle on the index
finger of his hand .
He stood up , kissed her, holding her
by the upper arms .
"I really appreciate-everything ," he
said , huskily .
"You could stay ." Her voiced trailed
off.
"I've got to go this time . Take care of
yourself. And Danny ."
He went to the front door and outside
into an ice-colored film of moonlight.
He drove away toward his trailer
through the moon-flooded fields of
Green County. The old songs, the
country-girl softness of Louise's manner , had simply thrown back his sensations to a point before Lucinda had
been killed . Before they were even
married . But then Louise had been
Lucinda in the darkness . He clinched
and unclinched his jaws, as if chewing
on a bitter tobacco . Maybe he should
move to California . If he wanted someone stripped of associations. Naked as
the rocks and the sun. No , the problems
were here . They were inside himself.
And now, gratefully , he was beginning
to grow sleepy . He navigated the water
of moonlight to the island of his trailer.
What was so terrible about any of it,
with the fields underwater from the
moonlight? That white even color like
snow was the soil behind the soil , that
took them all back into it. He must be a
diver toward the lost Atlantis. To penetrate to the oldest stones , read their inscriptions. Before he died. That was
enough .
James Applewhite is associate professor
of English at Duke University whose
most recent book of poetry is Statues in
the Grass, published by University of
Georgia Press . This is an excerpt from a
novel-in-progress .
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sandslapper experiment

ince the city of Easley started issuing those green garbage bags, I
spend more time on my garbage
each week than I do in buying groceries
and preparing meals. Somehow my
husband and three children got the
notion that touching garbage will give
them leprosy. That I had not grasped
the fact that garbage was my chore, and
mine alone, is the only way I can explain my stupidity at the way I handled
this job.
The Easley City Council is composed
of a group of most generous men. We
are provided plastic garbage bags, free
of charge, a six-month supply at a time.
The most simple things create the greatest problems for me. Where can I keep
those dumb bags? For a while I kept
them in the basement on the opposite
end of the house from the trash cans.
Picture this scene: First, I have to put
on my shoes, get the garbage, run
down a flight of steps, lift the lidWAIT! The can is full. I need a new bag.
Around the house in the rain; the basement storage is locked. Back in the
house to get the key; it is not where it is
supposed to be. I say bad words and
search until I find the key. Back to the
basement, get a bag, back to the cans,
take out the full sack, put a twist tie on
it, put the new bag in the can, dump the
trash, put the lid back on, drag the full
bag up the cement steps, tear a hole in
the sack ... oh, well, maybe the sack
will hold together until the garbage men
pick it up tomorrow.
I am lying on the couch, exhausted,
when my husband comes in from work
raging like Mt. Vesuvius: "Who put that
silly-looking plastic bag on the street? A
dog got in it and there's trash all over
the yard."
As I am picking up the garbage I keep
thinking: there must be an easier way
.. I must be doing something wrong

S

Next I kept the bags under the bed
which was much easier on me physi-
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cally, but I never got over my feeling of
guilt. I was always afraid someone
would see me as I pulled a bag out from
under the bed. My mother taught me it
was a sin to store anything under the
bed so for my own peace of mind I had
to move them ... to the kitchen closet.
This, too, was a mistake. Every time I
got a bag I had to work for an hour replacing jars and hammers and plastic
containers I had knocked down getting
to the bags so I gave that up.
Now I have found the perfect place to
store my green bags-in a garbage can
beside the legitimate garbage can. The
only problem I have encountered here
is on the rare occasions my husband
empties trash (like when I am in the
hospital), he empties it on my clean
supply of bags. I really don't expect to
win them all.
For years I ran up and down that
flight of steps to get to the garbage cans.
Finally, one cold, wet, windy day, I
eased a garbage can up to the carport.
My husband is more concerned with
how things look than how hard I work,
so I kept waiting for him to move the
can-or better still, tell me to move it.
Since he didn't seem to notice, I really
pushed my luck and eased a second,
and a third, beside the first. Great! Now
I could empty garbage without getting
wet; I could even run out on the carport
in winter without finding my shoes first.
No more did I let three and four bags of
garbage pile up in the kitchen, making
the whole house smell of garbage. No
more scenes like:
"Dear, why are you spraying Lysol all
over the house?"
"There's an odor in here. Smells like
garbage."
"It is garbage," I replied. "Why don't
you take out those three sacks that are
running over between the washer and
cabinet?"
"Oh, is that what the smell is? Okay. I
will as soon as I finish spraying."
Later, as I started supper, I opened a

fourth sack ...
The supply of bags averages two a
week. Since we were a three-garbagecan family , I didn't see how I could possibly condense my garbage into two
bags a week, but I tried. Handling the
garbage has become a science with me.
Both ends are cut out of cans and they
are flattened; milk cartons are squashed. Newspapers are tied in bundles and
not put in the precious bags. In winter,
all paper products are burned in the fireplace. I have that problem solved. I
don't need a new, expensive trash
masher. I'm it.
My father-in-law was the paragon of
virtue where emptying garbage was
concerned. Every time my mother-inlaw called, "Dear, come and take this
trash out," he would get up from what
important thing he was doing like reading the paper, or watching the football
game, or napping, and take out the
trash with never a cross word. I marveled every time I saw this happen.
With an example like that, I thought my
husband would at least take out the
trash when I was nine and a half months
pregnant; or when I had mumps and
the doctor ordered me to bed; or when I
had flu and no one had to order me to
bed because I couldn't get up. But he
didn't. He has an excellent blockingout-mechanism. He blocks out everything he doesn't like, and he doesn't like
garbage.
But I have devised a system to get
him to put the trash on the street for me.
The night before garbage pick-up day, I
tie the bag and leave it where he will fall
over it as he goes out the door. Since
this is the only time in the whole week
his hand even comes near garbage, I
think he is ashamed not to.

Evelyn McCollum is a free-lance writer
from Easley.
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by Sally Jackson
ong ago and no-so-long ago, a cat combing her fur and whiskers was a sign of
rain and a tree frog's singing was another wet-weather warning. Muskrats
building higher houses prophesied a hard winter, while pigs.carrying straw in
their mouths portended a storm. Dogs and mules, birds and bees, spiders and ants
are also meteorologists of yesteryear whose weather reports are recorded in colorful and entertaining proverbs, some of them thousands of years old .
Mention of animal weather prophets is likely to bring smiles from sophisticates of
1975, but in the good old days animal weather talk was a serious subject. Dr. Adam
Clark, American almanac weather authority of 1834, wrote that as a farmboy he
was taught to "watch earnestly for signs of coming weather ... by observing the
flight of the crow and the swallow, the gambols of the colt, the fluttering of the
ducks, and the loud screams of the sea-mew-not forgetting the hue and croaking
of the frog-[so] that what was so necessary to the family support should not be
spoiled before it was housed." Today predicting weather changes via animal
behavior isn't vital, but nature lovers and folklore enthusiasts may discover that
proverbial weather conversations with animals can be a source of fun and a source
of accurate , short-range forecasts .

L

Modern weathermen and animal behavior scientists admit that current
scientific knowledge sometimes supports the animal kingdom's claims to
weatherwise fame. Noted French meteorologist Roger Clausse has pointed
out: "Animals are closer to nature than
man and, not taking man's medicaments, have preserved primitive responses to natural phenomena ." Perhaps he couldn't say it exactly like M.
Clausse, but Grandpa knew all along
that the animal world was tuned in to
the weather. Animal weather prophets
even have an accuracy advantage over
TV and radio reports because these
latter are made 24 hours in advance,
based on information for vast areas .
Observations of animal weathermen, on
the other hand, are made on the spot
and may thus be more reliable for a particular locale than the official report.
Before jumping rashly into proverbial
weather forecasting with the animals,
today's would-be weathermen are advised to exercise caution. Aratus, Greek
poet and famous recorder of many
animal prognostications in the third
century before Christ, recommends:
"Set light by none of these . Confirm
warning by a second. Two pointing to
one end strengthen belief; a third breeds
confidence ." Broadminded modern
authorities who give credence to creature forecasters agree that when using
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traditional weather lore as an aid to
forecasting, two or more signs pointing
in the same direction are better than
one.
Armed with these admonitions, today's nature lover can start right in to
forecast the weather by watching his
cat. Cats are featured in more than 30
proverbs, being credited with the ability
to foretell rain, wind, storm and frost.
Most of these maxims, such as "a cat
looking out of the window is looking for
rain," or "when the cat sits with her back
to the fire, it is a sign of frost," are
winsomely descriptive, but they are not
accurate weather words .
Other legendary cat forecasts fare
better when subjected to scientific
scrutiny . For example , "cats with tails
up and hair standing on end prophesy a
coming wind" is a saying grounded in
truth . Felines are particularly sensitive to
changes in the magnetic field of the atmosphere, and weathermen affirm that
a brisk wind will set up an electrical current which may noticeably affect a cat's
fur before the wind arrives.
Historically, stepping on a spider
meant rain to Britons and early Americans. The Indians believed spiders
would spin more webs in the woods
before a rain . Current observations
explain the truth in the first of these
beliefs by noting that spiders and most
insects will try to come into the house

before a rain. Common sense says even
today those finding spiders indoors are
wont to step on them. The Indians, too,
were right in their spider reports because insects fly lower when the barometric pressure drops, as well as coming
out in abundance in the high humidity
preceding a rain. The prudent spiders,
who dine principally on insects, throw
out extra snares to catch the increased
crop.
With spiders, weather watchers can
move from short-range forecasting to
announcing the arrival of an entire
season . Hundreds of years ago in
England it was customary to watch for
the first appearance in early autumn of
an abundance of filmy spiders' webs
sparkling with dew. These webs, often
called gossamer, would be seen during
a warm spell after a frost, and the
season which they announced had a
special name, Goose Summer. Gosesomer, as it was called in Old English,
was the time of year when goose as a
dish was popular and plentiful. Gossamer shimmering in the autumn sunlight
heaald the arrival of one of the loveliest
seasons in America, Indian summer.
The explanation of the appearance of
the gossamer is fascinating. Each year in
autumn certain spiders which are extremely sensitive to air currents are
hatched. At the slightest puff of wind
the young spiders automatically throw
out jets of silken web . The webs catch in
the breeze, and soon the spiders are airborne. At new puffs of wind they spray
out more web, sometimes remaining
aloft for hundreds of miles. When the
wind calms, the spiders finally descend
to earth, spreading a gauzy mantle over
the countryside .
Another seer of the seasons which
Americans inherited from their English
ancestors is the celebrated groundhog .
His proverb claims that if he sees his
shadow on February 2, there will be six
more weeks of winter. If he doesn't,
i.e ., if Groundhog Day is cloudy, winter
is gone. Unfortunately, the groundhog's
forecasting fame appears to be totally
ungrounded. In fact, he didn't even inaugurate the idea . From early times ,
February 2 commemorated the day of
the purification of the Virgin Mary 40
days after the birth of Christ. In England
it was a religious holiday known as
Candlemas Day because lighted candles
were used in celebration of the mass.
The original proverb went like this :
Candlemas Day or Groundhog Day,
meteorologists are firm in saying the
Sand/apper

weather on February 2 can't possibly
affect the weather for the following six
weeks.
Squirrels and muskrats, like the
groundhog, are also rodents who have
a reputation for being weather-wise.
According to numerous proverbs, squirrels storing up generous piles of nuts in
the fall and muskrats building their
houses high on the river bank both indicate a hard winter. Thick coats in
autumn on any animal, domestic or
wild, were also thought to foretell a difficult winter. Although there has been a
ripple of support for the muskrat,
current authorities generally agree that
all these conditions are more indicative
of what the season has been than of
what it will be. When the squirrel hides
away much bounty, there is simply a
bumper nut crop, and a thick autumn
coat is a result of good eating in spring
and summer.
Old-time weather prophets realized,
of course, that their animal indicators
weren't always accurate, and humor
was sometimes part of the forecast. In
this respect, no doubt the most accurate
and versatile barometer of by-gone days
was the mule's tail. One could consult
the tail in person for weather facts, but
for convenience and safety it was better
to make a substitute . Antique almanacs
gave these instructions for a mule barometer: Draw a picture of a mule or cut
one out of the newspaper and stick it to
a board. Give it a string for a tail and
hang it outside . When the tail is dry, the
weather is fair. A wet tail signifies rain .
A swinging tail means wind . A wet and
swinging one means a storm . A frozen
tail announces the beginning of a cold
snap.
A subtle, philosophical chuckle may
be the most useful aid anyone can have
when predicting the weather. Today's
meteorologists deal with instruments
which measure the movements of vast
masses of air, the depths of great
chasms of low pressure and the range of
mountainous high pressures over entire
continents . Yet atmospheric changes
are so complex that even the most
scientific clues to what's brewing are
frequently unreliable and modern
weathermen have to hedge reports in
terms such as "partly cloudy" or "30
percent chance of showers ." Accorded
the same privilege, animal weather
prophets might easily regain lost respect. Their present supporters need
only update the old-fashioned forecasts
in a manner similar to this: "Grandpa
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saw the pigs carrying straw in their
mouths today . Ten percent chance of
showers tomorrow."
Numerous cat proverbs depict kitty in
various aspects of washing : "When a cat
combs her fur and whiskers , it will rain ."
"A cat washing her face before breakfast
foretells rain ." "A cat washing her face
in the parlor foretells rain." Scientists
explain that frequent cat cleaning may
be a sign of rain because moisture in the
air will lift kitty's coat, causing her to
work harder than usual at smoothing it.
Although dogs are not as prolific as
cats in proverb production, canine forecasting credentials are also impressive.
A clay tablet from ancient Babylon gives
the first written notice that "when a dog
eats grass , it is a sign of rain." Scientists
concur in this case only if man's grasseating friend is an old one. The sharp
drop in barometric pressure preceding a
rain could make an old dog with
rheumatism feel pretty low all over,
and, to doctor himself, he might eat
grass.
English and American folklore has
long contended that a restless dog indicates an approaching storm . This
observation is accurate for frisky as well
as decrepit dogs because of their high
range of hearing. The atmospheric
pressure registers its changes on dogs'
more sensitive ears before those variations are noticeable to humans. The
rapid shifts which precede a storm make
a dog so uncomfortable that he paces.
Among the most famous animal fore casters are frogs and toads . In the
America of the nineteenth century the
belief was common that if a toad were
put into a jar of water in which there was
a ladder, the toad would sit on the top
of the ladder if the weather was going to
be fair , but on the bottom if foul weather
was coming .
Good folk of bygone days also
claimed the excessive croaking of a frog
was an infallible sign of rain . In Europe a
species of tree frog is still sold in a glass
to serve as a warning of approaching
showers . Meteorologists point out that a
frog or a toad kept in a bowl in a warm
house is hardly in contact with nature
and would surely lose any instinctive
reactions to the weather it may ever
have had . Animal behavior specialists
observe that the tree frog's extravagant
serenade is a mating call , not a weather
word . Rain isn't likely to be on the way ,
but hopefully a lady tree frog is.
In spite of the popularity of cats, dogs

and frogs as forecasters, by far the most
accurate weathermen in the animal
kingdom are the birds and the bees. The
scientific world doesn't question the
sensitivity of birds to atmospheric pressure, and hence it's no wonder that the
following adage is known from India to
Indiana:
Similar proverbs state that when birds
perch in large numbers, rain is likely .
The correlation between the height of
bird flight and weather shifts has been
explained in various ways. One common-sense school of thought states
simply that when the atmospheric pressure drops before a rain, so do the
insects in the air . Birds feeding on the
insects must follow . Other naturalists
claim that with their hollow bones, birds
are living barometers, rising and falling
(or perching) with the atmospheric pressure. Still another explanation holds
that birds, like dogs, have highly sensitive ear mechanisms which cause them
to respond to atmospheric changes as
the proverbs declare.
As adept as the birds in sensing rain is
the diligent bee. Although he must
travel as many as 13,000 miles to collect the nectar for a pound of honey, he
will not work when rain is coming. An
old, old English proverb known before
Shakespeare's time says , "a bee was
never caught in a shower." Its American
version declares that "a bee's wings are
never wet." Observation has borne out
the truth of this adage time and again
(beekeepers are especially good weathermen), but science has yet to explain
why it is true .
Ants and spiders are other industrious
creatures who figure in folklore forecasts. The assiduous ants , it is said, will
travel in a straight line if rain is coming;
but they will scatter if the weather is to
be fair. Science is mum about the reliability of interpreting ant antics as
weather forecasts , but spiders have a
better reputation with the skeptics .
It is counted progress , as it should be,
that officially man no longer must turn
to the creature kingdom for weather
clues. Although mechanical methods
do give more reliable forecasts, they
cannot compete in charm and color
with animal weather words . For nature
lore , folklore and fun , it's still worth
listening to the animals when they , like
everybody else, talk about the weather.

Sally Jackson is a free-lance writer from
Winder, Georgia.
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Peacocks

In celebration of this Nation's Bicentennial, J.B. White
will present the "Great Ladies Of America" cavalcade of
America's fashion heritage, with authentic replicas of
the inaugural gowns of each First Lady of America.
This $100,000 museum collection, designed by Evyan
Perfumes, Incorporated, from original gowns in Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D.C., will be on exhibit
at J.B. White, Richland Mall, Columbia, South Carolina , from February 9 through 14, 1976.

(Co ntinued from page 9)

films was presented over television as
the "Movie of the Evening ." It was ,
of course , his botched up 1973
version of James Hilton's Lost Hori·
zon . The original version was made
in 1937 , directed by Frank Capra
and although uneven , it was an
attractive and absorbing flick about a
Tibetan Utopia called Shangra-La .
Robert Riskin produced the 1937
adaptation with a musical score by
that old movie music standby , Dimitri
Tiomkin . It was a really grand adven·
ture film , magnificently staged , beautifully photographed, opulent in pro·
duction , impressive sets, rich costuming and satisfying in its attention
to large and small detail.
Deviations from the original book
are numerous . As far as characteriza·
tion is covered , the original movie
adaptation is far better. Miss Brinklow, the missionary , is metamor·
phased into Gloria , a tubercular (at
least she coughed a lot) tarty looking
lady of dubious respectability . Mallision , the nonconformist of the book,
becomes Robert Conway's younger
brother who is unable to adapt to the
serene climate of Shangra-La . The
character of the Manchu princess ,
who is really 70 years old (but looks
younger) , is split into two characters,
the young princess who loves the
younger Conway brother and Jane
Wyatt (who looks young and is
young) and is in love with Robert
Conway . But more than anything
else , the 1937 version was so perfectly cast : Ronald Coleman as
Robert Conway ; H .B. Warner as the
gentle and philosophical Chang ;
Thomas Mitchell in a marvelous performance as Barnard , the fugitive
American investment banker; Jane
Wyatt (remember her from "Father
Knows Best") as the young Sondra;
Edward Everett Horton in his comic
relief role as Lovett, the prissy pale·
ontologist; John Howard as George
Conway (the younger brother) ;
Margo (she never did have a second
name , it was always just Margo) as
the Manchu Princess who looks
young but is actually 70 years old (or
older) ; Isabel Jewell as the diseased
and disillusioned Gloria; and Sam
Jaffe as the High Lama .
The viewer will not be bored with
this type film . It starts with those
(Please turn to page
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Lucky Lady

German Wines

art

Director Stanley Donen who graduated from Columbia High School,
studied at Foster School of Dance ,
and worked at Town Theatre-has
presented us with his latest movie .
Last year Donen's The Little Prince
was released in time for holiday
moviegoing; this year it is Lucky
Lady . Unfortunately I was a great
deal less impressed with this year's
offering.

Since many American citizens
have a German background, I would
like to introduce the wines of Germany which are among the most
popular imported wines in this country. They are soft, gentle , fragrant,
low in alcohol, eminently drinkable
anytime by anybody , almost the ideal
wine . Let us acquaint ourselves with
these wines whose names , for most
of us , seem so difficult to pronounce .
The names of German wines are
usually very long but generally tell
you a great deal about the wine, its
origin and quality. The first word to
appear on the !able is generally the
name of the village where the wine is
from with the suffix -er. For instance,
a wine from Johannisberg will be
called Johannisberger, a wine from
Scharzberg will be called Scharzberger, a wine from Bernkastel will
be named Bernkasteler.
If the place of origin is near a
famous castle , you will see the word
"Schloss" on the label. For instance ,
Schloss Schonborn . If there is a
famous church nearby the term
Kirchenstuck will appear on the label ,
for example Forster Kirchenstuck .
Generally speaking, the second
word will be the actual name of the
vineyard as it is known locally.
You will find the word Riesling on
almost all labels . Riesling is the name
of the varietal grape which is grown
mostly in the Rhine and Moselle
areas. The same varietal is known in
the United States as Johannisberger
Riesling. Riesling is not only grape
producing German wines. Sylvaner
and Traminer are widely grown in
Germany but rarely appear on the
label, Sylvaner being considered as a
lesser quality wine and Traminer,
which usually produces a spicy and
heavilly scented wine, is mainly
famous because it is more often
grown on the French side of the
Rhine .

February 28 · March 25
SPARTANBURG- "The Sporting
Scene," Commemorating the 50th
anniversary of the Establishment of
The Tryon Hounds Hunt Club .
Sponsored by the Tryon Hounds
and the Arts Council. Arts Center.
9 a.m . - 5 p.m.
February 15 - March 2
SPARTANBURG-Invitational
Graphics exhibit featuring works
by 10 artists from North Carolina,
South Carolina, New York . Sponsored by the Art Association , the
Gallery . 10 a .m . - 5 p .m .
March 21-25
ANDERSON-A statewide art show
by college students, Shakespearean drama , films , and Bicentennial
music will be featured at Anderson
College in the school's first Fine
Arts Festival.

It is rumored that production costs
for Lucky Lady were nearly 15 million dollars; this knowledge makes so
slight a movie seem far worse than it
really is. Lucky Lady seemed at first
to have so much going for it that
people are throwing the blame for its
problems in many directions . Costars Liza Minelli and Burt Reynolds
have been none too charitable
towards their director, but I think
they're putting the blame on the
wrong person. What about all those
terrible lines that the actors must say?
Why must a fine actor like John
Hilleman, as the gangster Christy
McTeague, be forced to say "Shut
up!" to his sidekick half a dozen
times? Jokes and situations are repeated to the point of tedium. In
short, the script of Willard Huyck and
his wife Gloria Katz is terrible . The
Huycks did have to do some fast rewriting because of negative preview
reactions to Lucky Lady's downbeat
ending . Although much abuse has
been heaped upon the movie's weak
but happy ending, I feel that it is no
weaker than anything which preceded it .
The story idea for Lucky Lady is a
sound one . A young widow (Minelli),
whose husband had been in the business of smuggling Mexicans across
the Texas border, teams up with a
friend (Reynolds) ; to continue the
husband's business. When that venture fails , however , they take to the
water to smuggle whiskey , aided by
two new partners (Gene Hackman
and Bobby Benson) . The film relates
(Please turn to page 64)
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bicentennial
March 10-13
BEAUFORT - Homecoming Week
-Arts Festival , demonstrations by
craftsmen from surrounding states .
March25
GREENVILLE-Furman University
Crescent Youth Symphony . McAlister Auditorium . Official Bicentennial event 8 :15 p .m.
March27
CAMDEN-1976 Carolina CupPost time for the first of the six
races is 2 :00 p.m. Spaceholders
must arrive by 1:00 p.m. Bicentennial dress is recommended, as
the races will kick off Bicentennial
Week in Kershaw County . To be
held at the Springdale Race
Course.

lecture

Some other words are on the
label.
Spatlese indicates a wine made

March 9
GREENVILLE-Furman
University-Lecture by Migriel Rubio , renowned classical guitarist and
pupil of Andres Segovia . Sponsored by Greenville Guild, McAlister Auditorium.

(Please turn to page 64)

(Please turn to page 66)
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the foursome's assorted mishaps,
especially their battles with and escapes from both the United States
Coast Guard and the rival syndicate
rum-runners.
Lucky Lady is Liza Minelli's first
film since she won an Oscar for
Cabaret, and lots of Liza lovers have
been eagerly awaiting this new
movie. She is such a likeable and
capable performer that it is discouraging to see her work so hard to
so little purpose. According to Burt
Reynolds, Liza's best scenes wound
up on the cutting room floor because
of the changed final scenes. (Three
different endings were filmed before
Lucky Lady was finally released.)
Reynolds himself fares reasonably
well, and one wonders ironically how
much to credit Donen for it. The
narcissistic preening that made
Reynolds so obnoxious in W.W. and
the Dixie Dancekings is almost gone,
and the phony cuteness of At Long
Last Love is minimal. Given the
sappy nature of his role, Reynolds
does a good job. Gene Hackman
chooses the wisest course in playing
his part very low key; perhaps he had
a premonition of disaster and decided he didn't want people to remember he was in the not so lucky Lucky
Lady.

man crew, special effects, Jaws
(8) Jack Nicholson, actor, One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest
(9) Al Pacino, actor, Dog Day Afternoon
(10) Lily Tomlin, actress, Nashville.
Obviously any list must be arbitrary. Certainly Kubrick deserves
praise for the care lavished on Barry
Lyndon, but the over-all result makes
for a much less exciting film pace
than Sidney Lumet achieved in Dog
Day Afternoon or Steven Spielberg
accomplished in Jaws. In the area of
acting, can one really say that Ronee
Blakley was "better" than her co-star
Henry Gibson?
Perhaps it's easier to compile a list
of items one wishes one could forget.
This year's loudest boos and hisses
go to (1, 2) Peter Bogdanovich and
Cybill Shepherd, director and star,
At Long Last Love; (3, 4) Roger
Corman and Lorne Greene, producer and star Tidal Wave; (5, 6)
William Harrison and Norman Jewison, writer and director, Rollerball]
(7, 8) Willard Huyck and Gloria Katz,
writers, Lucky Lady; (9) John V.
Lindsay, worst acting debut, Rosebud; (10, 11) Ken Russell and Roger
Daltrey, director and star, Tommy
and Lisztomania.
John Akins Jr. is a free-lance writer
from Washington, D. C.

The Gamut from AAA-ZZZ
The beginning of a new year always brings a flurry of awards for the
accomplishments of the year just
ended. Not to be daunted by all the
other lists and surveys, I intend to
give you one more. Since "ten"
seems to be the magic number, here
is my list of best achievements in
movies for 1975. "Filmclip" kudos
(alphabetically) include:
(1) John Alcott, director of photography, Barry Lyndon
(2) Robert Altman, director, Nashville
(3) Hal Ashby and Warren Beatty,
writers, Shampoo
(4) Florinda Balkan, actress, A Brief
Vacation
(5) Ronee Blakley, actress, Nashville
(6) Stanley Kubrick, director-writer,
Barry Lyndon
(7) Robert Mattey and his fifteen
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gourmet (Continued from page 63)
from well-matured grapes left on the
vine at least 14 days after the normal
gathering. In other words it is a wine
made from late harvested grapes.
grapes.
Auslese means a harvest of specially selected grapes.
Beerenauslese indicates a wine
made from specially selected overripe grapes, many of them with Edelfaule, Pourriture Noble in French,
Noble Rot in English, Botrytis Cinerea in Latin. These wines are beautifully sweet.
means
Trockenbeergenauslese
that only overripe grapes dried up to
raisins by the sun and noble rot were
used to make a very rare, sweet wine
which can only be made in excepttional years.
Eiswein means that the grapes
were gathered in late November or
early December after the first sharp

frost. This usually gives a marvelous
concentration of flavor and sugar.
These wines are very rare.
Cabinet is a word which normally
indicates an exceptionally fine wine.
It can be the equivalent of the word
"reserve" that you find on some
French labels.
Naturrein means that the wine is
natural; in other words no sugar is
added.
Some labels show a cask number
(Fass No. 2, Fuder 13, etc.). This is
very interesting because some fine
wines are made cask by cask which
means that the wine from cask
number three can be considerably
different from cask number five. This
little tasting exercise is reserved for
experts only.
Liebfraumilch,
which
literally
means the milk of the virgin, is the
name given to the bottom line wine
in the Rhine area. This wine is generally a blend of anything coming
from Rhinegau, Rheinhessia, Palatinate, or Nahe districts. The quality
of this wine depends only on the
honesty of the shipper or brand
owner.
What do you have to look for to be
sure the wine you are buying is an
estate bottle? Any of the following
words give you this type of guarantee. originalabfullung, originalbzug,
kellerabfullung, kellerabzug, wachstum, kreszenz. These words are
followed by the name of the owner.
Jean-Pierre Chambas is wine consultant to the Wine & Cheese Cellar
in Columbia.

Leaves

(Continued from page 63)

counties. Sumter's beloved
"Miss Cassie" has included
ample illustrations, some of
which are: (1) Sumter Institute,
(2) St. Joseph's Academy, (3)
Baker's Infirmary, (4) St. Marks
Episcopal Church, (5) the
Durant home, and more. Articles appear concerning slavery,
epidemics, Sumter's role in the
Revolution, Stateburg, fashions,
customs, entertainment, Summerton, the 'Turk" community,
notable citizens, and others
equally informative. Individual
family mentions appear on the
following surnames: Wood(P/ease turn to page 65)
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ward, Barnwell, Haynsworth,
Mayes, Moise, Moods, Muldrow , Reese, Mellette, Singleton , White, Purdy, Brogdon,
Witherspoon , Mason , Cousar ,
English, Furman , Wilson , Sumter,
Anderson ,
Boatwright,
Brunson ,
Smith ,
Gaillard ,
Bethune, Andrews . This book
can be ordered from Historical
Sketches,
Sumter
County
Courthouse , Sumter,
S .C.
29150.
4.

DuBose, Samuel and Frederick
A . Porcher
HISTORY OF THE HUGUENOTS OF SOUTH CAROLINA.
Orig. pub. of New York 1887 .
Reprinted
Columbia,
S.C.
(1972).
300 pp. illustrated.
indexed.
$10
An indispensible Huguenot
source . This contains much
background information on the
Huguenots. Lengthy articles are
included on conditions in South
Carolina in 1858, and cottonraising ; St. Stephens Parish, including place and personal
names in that region; historical
and social sketch of Craven
County , S.C.; The French
Huguenots and a list of "some
French and Swiss Refugees in
Carolina Who Desired to be
Naturalized English. " Typical
entries are: (translated)
(page 49)
("35. Louis Thibou, born in Orleans, son of Jean Thibou, and
of Marie Callard, Charlotte Mariette, his wife. Louis Thibou,
Charlotte Thibou, born in Paris.
Jacob Thibou, Louise Thibou,
born in Carolina. Gabrielle Thibou, born in London . Isaac Thibou, born in New York.")
A final article on the Upper Beat
of St. John's Berkeley, by Prof.
Frederick A. Porcher , gives a
very informative discussion of
that area, including names of
plantations , personalities, and
places. This book can be ordered from Mrs. M. DuBose MacDowell, 113 Gregg Avenue,
Aiken, South Carolina 29801.

George F. Stout is a genealogist from
Beaufort.
February 1976

Peacocks

(Continued from page 62)

marvelouslv staged airport scenes of
revoiution in some Asian nation
where Conway, as England's potential foreign secretary, herds the last of
a group of beleagured American
and English citizens into a plane and
signals the go-ahead to take off for
Shanghai just in front of the invading
troops. And shanghaied is what
happens since a grim Mongolian
pilot (with a heart of gold we find out
later) has killed the regular pilot and
soon has them flying over the unknown mountains of Tibet to the hilllocked and hidden lamasery of
Shangri-La where disease is unknown , the people live on for centuries (which is why Margo, the
Manchu Princess looks 17 but is
actually 70) and the High Lama is
building a storehouse of civilization
against that time when man in his
brutality and greed has destroyed all
civilized things . The plane crashes
and the travelers are "rescued" by
Chang. Real adventure ensues with
scenes of the shuddering climb across
ice and snow-filled expanses and
along icy narrow ledges to the destination, Shangra-La. Young Conway
is unable to adjust to the serene
character of Shangra-La and has a
hankering for bright lights and big
cities. Conway is offered the job as
High Lama (by the original High
Lama who is finally ready to give up
the ghost because he is now 200
years old) but his younger brother
cons him in to leaving. They take off
with Margo who, as soon as she gets
out of the valley of Shangra-La, reverts to her normal age . The
younger brother goes mad and commits suicide by diving over an ice cliff.
Robert Conway eventually makes it
back to civilization, then goes back to
Shangra-La (presumably to be High
Lama), much to the consternation of
the British government. It may not be
Hamlet, but the original version is still
a darn good movie and good entertainment.
Hunter turned his recent remake
into a musical first. Although there
are some fairly nice tunes by Burt
Bacharach and Hal David , the rest of
it is downhill all the way. Even in
Hollywood where they tend to be
fairly generous to their own, it was
openly referred to as "Lost Invest-

ment."
If the original script was somewhat
uneven, this one was as bumpy as a
dinosaur's backbone . And those
crummy process shots by which they
tried to convince us that Shangra-La
existed (instead of building some
decent sets) wouldn't have fooled
anybody. After all , what did they
spend the $8 million on other than
the cast? But what was in this most
recent Hunter version? Oh, I do
hope the actors were well paid since
there were certainly no other redeeming reasons why they should
have exposed themselves on the
screen in such a tacky piece of tripe .
Peter Finch plays the part of the
older Conway; Liv Ullmann is Catherine (the original Jane Wyatt role);
Michael York is George Conway
(When he finally dies you do everything except applaud); the Gloria in
the 1937 version is still hardbitten,
but is now a jaded pill-popping
journalist played by Sally Kellerman .
George Kennedy plays the imbezzeler banker role.
Olivia Hussey plays Maria and
manages to look pretty throughout
the whole three hours until she falls
apart; James Shigeta is portrayed as
a helping-hand type in a romantic
situation with Sally Kellerman. Lovett is now a slightly down-at-theheels song and dance man as well as
comedian, a role which is attempted
by Bobby Van . John Gielgud is embarrassing as Chang and to top it off
they pulled Charles Boyer out of the
Casbah to be the High Lama. If you
have to have a license to make
movies Hunter's should be revoked .
Not long ago I happened across an
earlier version of another of Hunter's
remakes made in 1959 (almost 15
years before botching up his remake
of Lost Horizon .) This one was Imitation of Life, made originally in 1934
from the Fannie Hurst novel and was
not bad, although admittedly a tearjerker about a young widow played
by Claudette Colbert, her daughter,
her black maid-cook Delilah and her
maid's light skinned daughter. The
original movie version was a fairly
faithful version of the book . A young
widow needing to support herself
and daughter, and impressed with
her cooks' pancakes, opens up a
pancake house, and then is told by
one of her satisfied customers to
(Please turn to page 66)
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ANNOUNCING
lllLTON HEAD'S
FIRST $39.95
INVITATIONAL.

For $39.95 per person, double occupancy, we'll give you 3 days/2 nights
111 a superb irm room or vi.Ila at Hilton
Head's most attractive reso1t. Also
induded are 18 holes of golf each
day on either of our championship murses; plus more golf
~
at no extra charge (subject
~
to availability). There's
·'9~ gi:eat tennis, fis~ g.
J. dinmg_ and entertainment at Palmetto Dunes,
too. Offer good December 1,
1975-February 28, 1976, and
meals, golf carts, room tax and tips
are not induded. To pJay
, ....,.....""~=--n..at least 54 holes in Hilton
~:n.u~ Head's first $39.95
dP Invitational, just call
7111"'it:=·.;..c--··"
· your travel agent or
(803) 785-2151.

Our 56th Year
organized in 1920
Complete Forms of
Fire and Casualty
1nsurance

DANA
INSURANCE AGENCY
P.O . Box 11939
Columbia, S.C. 29211
252-8300

We Have a Complete Line
of Skiing and Tennis
Equipment and Accessories.

H~

Palmetto
Dunes
Hyatt Resort

Harm's Sport Shop

.:
P.O. Box 5628
=-s.Hilton Head, S.C. 29928

- ==-~

-

...11115

I

I

!;0 p

501 S. Pleasantburg Dr .
Greenville , South Carolina
803-233-3135

Recipes from all over
the United States . ..
And Iowa, too.

Little's Little Cookbook
by Marvin H. Little
Over 150 sturdy pages, conveniently spiral-bound, covering everything from soup to
nuts . Includes "Rough and
Ready" ideas for creative
cuisine. Whether it's a banquet,
a drop-in, a Sunday dinner or
Wednesday leftovers, Little's
Little Cookbook can prove to be
a big help .

The Largest Nikon
Dealer and Professional
Supplier in South Carolina
"If your pictures
are not becoming to
you you shou Id be
coming to us"

Peacocks

(Continued from page 65)

package the pancake flour . She does
so and becomes a pancake flour
tycoon . The cook's light-skinned
daughter , embarrassed by her darker
skinned mother , leaves her to die of
a broken heart. Tycoon mother in
the meantime falls in love but just
before the wedding finds out her
daughter is also in love with her beau
and gives him up-again , not Ham let but not bad for 1934. And it did
have the point of dealing with some
valid issues : mother love , race relations , a black passing for white , the
woman-in-business problem and the
mother and daughter both in love
with the same man problem , and although the concept was not exactly
earth shaking and actually was shallow and commonplace , the movie
comes off fairly decently even when
you see it now .
But in the Ross Hunter 1959 version the mother is now Lana Turner ,
the daughter is Sandra Dee , the man
with whom both is in love is John
Gavin . Need I say more? Why not?
Pancakes and pancake tycoon has
given way to a theatrical career (you
know how Lana always has to have
those pretty clothes by Edith Head or
somebody and she neglects her
daughter in her headlong drive to be
the toast of Broadway and / or the
silver screen .
It was worse than awful. Ross
Hunter never did know when to stop
but when he got Mahalia Jackson to
sing 'Trouble of the World" at the
black maid's funeral , I gave up .
Like I said .... the only point of
this whole column is to warn you
away from wasting your time and
money (if attended in a theatre) or
just your time if viewed on television
anything touted as a Ross Hunter extravaganza . He doesn 't produce dirty
movies , just really bad ones . Or are
they non-movies? Well , never matter. Actually , that's not a bad word to
sum up most Ross Hunter productions . They never matter. - Buck
Miller.

Happenings

(Co ntinued from page 63)

Price $4
Marvin H. Little
P.O. Box 987
Ballentine, S.C. 29002
[803] 781-2381
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PHOTO VILLAGE
2047 West Evans Street
Florence, S.C. 29501
Phone 803-669-0000

music - - - - - March 1
GREENVILLE-Bob Jones University - Sandra Warfield, mezzosoprono , and James McCracdum ,
tenor , in a program of arias and
Sandlapper

duets. Founders Memorial Amphitorium. Tickets available to
public 8 p .m .
March4
CLEMSON-Clemson
University
Chorus-Tour Concert , Tillman
Hall Auditorium , 8 p .m .
March 18
GREENVILLE-Greenville
Symphony . McAlister Auditorium 8
p .m .
March 23, 25, and 27
GREENVILLE-Bob Jones University-University Opera Association
presents Boito's spectacular Mefistofile. Rodeheaver Auditorium .
Tickets available to public 8 p .m .

sandlapper shopper

GALLERY Ill
paintings jewelry
prints
pottery
drawings crafts
The Perfect Gift
1247 Newberry Ave. (Rt. 60) Irmo, S.C .

theatre
March 15-20
CHARLESTON - The
Charles
Towne Players present William
Inge's "Picnic ." Charles Towne
Landing Theatre 8:00 p .m .
March 20-21
CHARLESTON-American Issues
Film Festival The Ugly American
Marlon Brando , Sandra Church.
Charles Towne Landing Theatre
3 :00 p .m.

ORIENT AL RUGS
LARGEST SELECTION
IN SOUTH CAROLINA

• ALL SIZES • ALL PRICES
• NEW AND ANTIQUE
We clean and repair
Oriental and Domestic Rugs

BIST ANY'S

Directions: Go to 2400 Two Notch Rd ., turn •t
Kayo Station and stop at 1703 Mcfadden StrMt
252-1171

sports
March25-28
HILTON HEAD ISLAND- The
Eighth Annual Heritage Golf Classic . Tickets may be ordered
through the Heritage Tournament
Office , Harbor Town .

miscellaneous
March 18
CHARLESTON-Annual College of
Charleston Alumni Association
present
"Candlelight
Tour,"
Thursday, 7-10 p .m . This tour will
be of private homes and gardens in
the historic section of Charleston .
For more information write to Ms .
L.W . Pinckney , 67 Lenwood
Blvd ., Charleston, S.C . 29401.
March 25, 26 and 27
BEAUFORT -Sponsored by the
Historic Beaufort Foundation and
St. Helena's Episcopal Church.
House and Garden Walking Tour,
March 25, 2 p. m . Tickets $6 .
Candlelight Walking Tour , March
26, 7:00 p .m . Tickets $6 . Plantation Tour, March 27 , 10 a.m.,
Tickets $7 .
February 1976

HANDMADE COUNTRY
PRIMITIVE FURNITURE

Coffee

At last! Select the freshest beans .
(We'll grind 'em) . Enjoy the wondrous
pleasure of coffee as it is
meant to be. Create your own blend .
• Brazilian Santos
• Decaffeinated Santos
• Colombian Medellin Supremo
• Decaffeinated Colombian
• Kona • Haitian • Kenya
• Guatemalan • Mexican
• Mocha Java • Costa Rican
• Jamaica Blue Mtn .
• Viennese (Cinnamon)
• Chinese Yunnan
• French , Italian
• Espresso Roasts
• Chicory

15 VARIETIES OF
BULK TEAS

WE'VE EXPANDED OUR
"KITCHEN SHOPPE"
Gourmet Kitchen Accessories
Cookbooks • Cutlery • Mugs
Grinders • Mills • Kettles
Pot Racks • Copper Ware
Mel itta • Chemex

Carolina Coffee House
5202 Forest Drive
(next to Steak & Ale)
787-0847

THE BRIDE'S SHOP

Unique accessories for each
room

-

Handmade gift
items from
local craftsmen

f

Baby Items
Quilts of all
sizes

Open 10 a .m. to 6 p.m. Daily

COUNTRY COTTAGE
GALLERY CENTRE
Wade Hampton Boulevard
Taylors, S.C.
Phone 803-268-3493

==

-

_, ' • .

-.~~~ i

For over 2 5 years The Bride' J Shop
has offered comp lete bridal services
to Sout h Carolinians. Relax and
enjoy you r wedding. Th e Bride's
Shop wi ll handle all details from
flowers, catering, to wedding direct ion. W e also offe r complete catering
se rvice for parties and club meetings.
Ou r shop ho urs are 10 :00 A. M .
until 12:30 P . M. and 3:00 P. M.
until 5 :30 P. M. Saturdays fro m
I 0:00 A. M. until 12:30 P. M .
T H E BRIDE'S SHOP
1424 H AMPTON ST R EET
CoLUMB1A, S. C . 29 20 I
80 3- 2 52-2294
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THE O'HARA CONCERN. By
Matthew J. Broccoli. New York:
Random House. 1975. 418 pp.
$15 .00. Illustrated. Bibliography.

New Yorker . His stories brought the top

dollar and commanded a continued
popular demand .
O'Hara's very success , however, has
not endeared him to influential academicians and literary critics who tend
to equate an author's popularity with
literary prostitution . This line of reasoning is occasionally valid when applied to
tawdry and avowedly sentimental trash
such as Love Story . But if this rule were
rigorously adhered to , we would probably have abandoned the still-popular
Shakespeare long ago ; and while we
cannot, in justice , compare O'Hara to
Shakespeare, he is a major writer and
an enduring writer, and his work
deserves a closer examination than
most of the present guardians of literature are willing to give .
Prof. Bruccoli , in effect, bypasses the
critics and offers his book to the public at
large , stating that literature "belongs to
the people who read it-most of whom
reside off campus . Indeed , literature is
too important to be left entirely in the
hands of professors and critics. " Amen .
The O'Hara Concern is a handsome
volume , eminently readable , factually
sound , lavishly illustrated and almostbut not quite-a bargain for the price . It
deserves a prominent place on the
bookshelf of anyone who is interested in
20th Century American literature and
literary figures.

At last we have a biography of a
major American literary figure that is at
once scholarly and readable . University
of South Carolina English Professor
Matthew J. Bruccoli brings John
O'Hara to life in these pages, and dispels any reasonable doubts scholars
might have as to the major significance
and importance of this author's work.
Paradoxically , O'Hara's early life was
notable for its failures . The chronology
of his youth reads like a litany of doom :
"Attends Fordham Preparatory School ,
Bronx; dismissed ." "Attends Keystone
State Normal School , Kutztown ; dismissed ." "Attends Niagara Preparatory
School, Niagara, N .Y .; chosen as valedictorian but not allowed to graduate ."
In addition to his troubles in school ,
O'Hara found it difficult to hold down
jobs with various newspapers largely
due to his carelessness and to his bouts
with alcohol. Yet this inauspicious
beginning concealed O'Hara's iron
determination to become , quite simply ,
the greatest American writer of the 20th
Century .
From reporter and rewrite man on
such papers as the New York HeraldTribune and the Daily Mirror, O'Hara
graduated to film critic and radio columnist on the Morning Telegraph . At the
same time , he became a regular con- Terry Ponick is a free -lance writer from
tributor to Harold Ross's prestigious Columbia.

ment and a complicated plot are integral
to this fictional form and the nostalgia
craze has brought multitudes of these
books to newsstands and bookshops of
the seventies .
In Portrait of Emma, Columbia
author Lillian Cheatham has fulfilled the
requirements of this art form . Her
romance takes place in Boston immediately after the Revolutionary War.
Symbols of witchcraft are introduced
and the skein of events becomes increasingly intertwined until the dramatic
finale unwinds the whole in an ending
which , to this reviewer , was quite
unforeseen .
Orphaned and scarred by smallpox,
Emma Ashton finds employment as a
housekeeper for Silence Southwick .
Mrs . Southwick , a moneylender with
two daughters , also runs a pottery . Two
murders take place in the backyard
where the pottery is located and mysterious happenings occur in the bedroom of the beautiful , moronic daughter. Emma becomes embroiled in this
household of secrets and intrigues and
finally learns that she is to be the next
murder victim .
Mrs. Cheatham has woven an intricate tapestry . Sometimes it is too complicated to control and events and
characters have a tendency to run away
from the author , making patterns which
were not intended. The author is most
successful in writing the final chapters.
Here her characters and events are skillfully manoeuvered to bring the reader
satisfaction and pleasure which this writing form is created to produce .
E. C. W . Manning is a French teacher,
free-lance writer and wife of a Columbia
attorney .

THE PILGRIMS, by Francis Dillon.
Doubleday, $7.95.

New Yorker.

O'Hara's career really took off in PORTRAIT OF EMMA by Lillian
1934 with the publication of his first Cheatham. Published for the
novel , Appointment in Samarra. While Crime Club by Doubleday and Co.,
not an all-time bestseller, Appointment Inc. pp, 182.
attracted considerable acclaim and esCharacteristic of the 18th century
tablished a popular following for the
author that later novels such as Butter- novel was the attempt to paint life, to
field 8 and A Rage to Live were to sus- make life better and to escape from life .
The invention of the third form, the
tain .
Producing novels more frequently Gothic novel, can be attributed to
than the average writer, O'Hara turned Horace Walpole whose Castle of
out as well a prodigious amount of first- Otranto set a pattern which has vigorrate popular stories, with a great many ously survived our time . Romance in an
of them appearing on the pages of The historical period , the supernatural ele-
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As the United States enters its Bicentennial year, few citizens would be surprised to hear that the government (unknown to us, of course) had established
a lunar colony . Anyone for the MoonHilton? Fanciful, far out? Maybe , but no
less so than the early voyages of Messrs.
Columbus, Cabot , Hudson and Magellan (to name but a few) , the culmination
of which ended in the establishment of
the New World as a going, if at first
shaky, business . With modern navigational equipment the very essence of
electronic sophistication, today's earthSandlapper

bound mariners have more to do with
their time than pray themselves into a
frenzy as their ships sail within the baleful shadows of Tierra de! Fuego , surely
as remote in Magellan's day as the dark
side of the moon is in our own . But
what has this to do with Francis Dillon's
new and highly readable book, The Pilgrims? The connection lies in the fact
that the moon's cratered surface or
Tierra de! Fuego might just as well have
been the destination of our Pilgrim fore fathers , so bleak, so apparently inhospitable was the coast of New England in
1620. Battered by an unkind Atlantic,
the Mayflower rode at anchor off what
was to be one of the first New World
outposts of the British empire : the Pilgrims' new home , their new place of
habitation . Relief at landfall was shortlived . It did not take long for them to
realize that what they saw was not
Eden . Eyes searched the shoreline for
some small sign of welcome . There was
none . A less sturdy, less resolute band
of souls would have then and there
turned heel. (After all, the drifted off
course and landed in the wrong place .)
They were right, of course, to feel
dispirited . Reward was to come to many
in the form of all too soon cold graves.
As a people , give or take an exception , the Pilgrims were not much different from any you would see shopping in
downtown Columbia, or Richmond,
Va . We revere them as national saints,
enshrined as they are in America's
Psyche of Fame. Yet having read
Dillon's book , I cannot help wondering
if they are content in that august place ,
rubbing shoulders with Washington ,
Franklin , Jefferson and Lee .
I don't know much of Dillon other
than that he is reportedly active in
British radio and television as a producer of documentaries; though his credentials as a historian are unknown , his
book is in no way robbed of its validity.
It is first-class history , a work of high
order. Concerning himself not with our
Founding Fathers, but with more distant
kin , Dillon develops in The Pilgrims a
made-to-order reading for those harking to the drumbeat, if not the commercial razzle dazzle , of the 200th anniversary of the United States. In Dillon's
able hands our Pilgrim ancestors take
living shape , become real people,
touchable , gulping the very air that we
ourselves breathe . We are afforded the
opportunity to become re-quainted with
our heritage, and perhaps to measure
February 1976

ourselves against the accomplishments
of these early people . Could we have
done as well?
Like Gov . William Bradford's military
commander, Myles Standish , the indomitable "Captain Shrimp, " Dillon
apparently believes in getting to the job,
getting down and getting it done .
Nothing is left to chance . The author of
The Pilgrims does not take issue with
previously written history. Unlike a
street peddler pushing the merits of
assorted pots and pans, he does not
bang out new facts , or embellish on
existing ones. What Dillon does do , and
admirably , is to make clear the times,
events and accompanying circumstances that sent the hearty Pilgrims
scurrying pellmell across the Atlantic .
This is done with style , skill and humor .
His is not meaty historical fiction set out
on table in the manner of Thomas B.
Costain (no slur intended) but is quietly
voiced straight reporting, the sort you
would expect to hear from Edward R.
Murrow were he alive today. To be expected , The Pilgrims is totally devoid of
sexual exploits . It's not that kind of
book, nor does it touch (overly so) on
gore , the grim sight of freshly disemboweled and hacked bodies, the smell
of human flesh set to roast , though it
must be remembered that such was the
stuff, part and parcel of the daily life of
the Pilgrims while they lived in England .
Small wonder the Pilgrims left, suffering
the dissatisfaction of their sovereign ,
and their fellow subjects. They sought
refuge in Holland, and later in the New
World . All things said and done, who
could blame them?
But does Dillon get too close to the
matter? By way of comparison , is it at all
necessary for us to appreciate the discomfort of George Washington's wooden dentures? Must we examine the
grain of Peter Stuyvesant's wooden leg?
Must we stand in awe of Martin Luther's
celebrated wooden bowels? Cutting
things a bit too fine I would say. I just
don't think it's necessary to climb in bed
with the Pilgrims in order to appreciate
their fine qualities.
As reading matter, Dillon's book is
more companionable, more reminiscent
of Joan of Arc than it is to the epic
struggles of Du Barry and Pompadour.
Bedside reading it is not, but it is well
worth one or two rainy afternoons,
being far better fare than what is shoved
our way in bookstores today . One
hopes that Dillon will do us the favor

again , perhaps with less zeal. I suggest
he tackle the life of Myles Standish ,
without whom it is doubtful William
Bradford's Plymouth Plantation would
have gotten off the ground and become
a reality .
C .P. Williams is a free-lance writer and
poet from South Congaree .

COLUMBIA SAILING
COOKBOOK, by Ladies Auxiliary, Columbia Sailing Club. Sandlapper
Store, Inc. $5.95 . 222 pg.
For groups who have been looking
for some help in cooking for large numbers of people , the Columbia Sailing
Club Cookbook will be a boon . The
"One-Dish Meals for Large Crowds"
section offers a variety of menus and
suggestions . The "Quantities Needed
for Serving 50 Persons" table has a lot
of basic information on approximate requirements for meats, fish , fruits , vegetables, salad fixings and miscellaneous
items.
The hors d'oeuvres section will be
helpful to party givers. Some of the
suggested ones include water chestnuts
and bacon and crab rounds .
The "Hens" have also provided many
recipes for main covered dishes , including chicken casserole, paella , ham jambalaya, Hungarian veal balls and crescent quiche lorraine. You may also
want to try zucchini pancakes .
Desserts that may be used as part of
the covered dish meals include recipes
for favorites such as brown betty deluxe ,
brownies, fruit cobbler, English toffee
cookies and "an old Batesburg recipe"
for watermelon rind cupcakes .
The "Covered Dish Meals" section
also includes recipes for vegetables,
soups, salads , dressings and breads. In
fact , the waterfront has been covered
for the hungry sailors.
The "Hints for Sailors" list 12 practical suggestions. For example-Use
styrofoam coolers to store hot food as
well as cold . Great for baked potatoes at
a big supper.
The "Quick Conversion Table" includes spoon, cup, quart and other
measurement conversions as well as
those for average can sizes .
Marv in Little is a free-lance writer from
Lake Murray and author of Little's Little

Cookbook.
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unusual items and ser~1ces
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ELIZABETH AUSTIN INC . -Specializing in Antique Silver, Period furniture and authentic Accessories. 165 King Street, Charleston , S . C .
29401. 722-8227 .
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CAROLINA PRINTS AND FRAMES-Specialists
in Sporting Art. Old Prints and Maps. Signed ,
Limited Edition Prints. 160 King Street, Charleston , S. C . 29401.
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YOU NAME IT-WE'VE GOT IT IN NEEDLEPOINT . Also, authentic needlepoint college
emblems painted on canvas , yarn included .
Special: coats of arms painted on canvas. yarn
included (allow two weeks for delivery). Also. we
will do your research . Graphs. canvas and yarn
for S . C. palmetto tree and medical caduceuses .
Nationally advertised Icelandic Kits for Ponchos
and ski sweaters. Imported yarns . materinls .
crewel and needlepoint. Assorted pocketbook
kits. Folline's Knit and Bridge Studio (next to the
A&P). Old fashion netting and yarn for making
place mats. 2926 Devine Street, Columbia, S .C.
29205 . Phone 253-9748.

=

Sandlapper Press is now interviewing candidates
for positions as regional advertising space representatives covering one, two and three-county
areas in South Carolina. Interested individuals
should send letter and/ or resume to Sandlapper
Magazine, P .O. Box 1668, Columbia, S.C.
29202.

><x::><x::><x::><><

RESORT PROPERTY

x::><x::><x::><x::><

RESORT INVESTMENTS . sales. rentals . Garden
City. Murrells Inlet, and Litchfield Beaches . Large
selection of ocean front and water-oriented
properties. Dunes Realty , Inc .. Atlantic Avenue.
Garden City. South Carolina 29576 . 803236-2755 or Townsend Real Estate Company. P .
0 . Drawer 157. Pawley's Island. South Carolina
29585 , 803-237-4473 .

HAMPTON BOOKS . Old and rare books, prints,
posters, maps. Rt . 1, Box 76, Newberry, S . C .
29108 . Ph. 276-6870 (US Hwy. 176, 2 mi. No .
of S .C . 34)
e><>e><x::><x::><>e><>c>

FUND RAISING. Is your school, club, social or
civic organization in need of a fund raising project?
If so, consider selling subscriptions to Sand/apper
as a means of raising additional operating or project funds. Sandlapper, the magazine of South
Carolina and a magazine any school or organization would be proud to sell. For further information write to Sandlapper Press, P.O. Box 1668,
Columbia, S.C . 29202.

FOOD

::x >e><>e><x::><x::><x::><

LID'N LADLE-Gourmet Cookware and ideas
for the creative cook . The Market, 188 Meeting
Street, Charleston , S . C. 723-8747.
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OLDE TOWNE LEATHERCRAFT-Custom
Gifts made especially for you by Frank and Jan
King . The Market, 188 Meeting Street, Charlestc.-n, S. C. 29401. (803) 723-3318.
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CRAFTS

WANTED
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Permelia Ann Richardson , G . Abner Patterson.
born in South Carolina about 1810 . Name their
parents. Write Jean Boyd , 15213 Cameo , Sun
City, Arizona 85351. Jean
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Psychological,
Dr. Watson
by Mary Wyche Burgess

Little Tune for a Steel
String Guitar
by George Garrett

John Broadus Watson formulated the theorv of behaviof modification but was vilified in his own home state.
In recent years the significance of his work has taken
on new stature.

Time: Sometime during the
Depression.
Place: Paradise Springs, Fla.
Dramatis Personae: Father,
whose hotel has seen better
days: Betty, daydreaming
waitress, his daughter; Starkey and Fitz - and thereby hangs a tale .

February 1976

More from Sadie Ellisor
by Phyllis Giese
More of that fine Dutch Fork
cookery. Addenda and et
cetera to our June 1975
recipe article.
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endpiece

Someone once called folklore the archeology of the mind . For some time Sand/apper has been concerned about the lost of so much of our folk heritage . As the
old ways change and disappear , as those of past generations grow old and die, as
people move from rural to urban areas, our folk heritage tends to degenerate , then
is lost and gone. To the best of our knowledge there is not an active folklore society
existent in the state of South Carolina dedicated to the concept of collecting, preserving and sharing the folkways of our South Carolina culture . Except for the work
of Dr. Claude and Irene Neuffer in the area of place names and their publication ,
there is not any form of folklore journal or register which collects and publishes this.
Dan Harmon is working in the area of folkmusic with his recent Hornpipe publication and a number of other people such as Lee Knight are working to assure that
this valuable segment of our cultural heritage does not vanish .
Sandlapper would like to also do its part as the most comprehensive state publication in South Carolina. Early in 1976, as soon as we can get a backlog of manuscript material , Sandlapper will add a feature to each issue entitled "Folkroots. " We
would welcome the receipt of manuscripts which could be used in this section of the
magazine . Manuscripts should run from 1,000 to 1,500 words , and photographs or
illustrations will not be required , although there are some areas of folklore material
where illustrations might be appropriate and can be submitted along with the article.
And now comes the hard part: what all does "Folklore" include and what are appropriate subjects? The following is by no means inclusive but are some of the
broad subject areas which seem to us to fall into the category of folklore and folkways and thus appropriate for publication in the "Folkroots" section of Sandlapper:
Folksongs; folktales, legends, ghost stories; place names; dialects; riddles; folkarts
and crafts; folk tools and implements; rituals , taboos , superstitions and beliefs; folk
recipes; folk medicine and remedies; tall tales and jokes; folk talk , speech and expressions; folk games; customs and manners ; spirituals and work songs ; gravestone inscriptions; nicknames and their derivations; folk architecture ; folk poems;
ballads ; slang terms; religious customs ; social customs; proverbs; hunting stories;
reminiscences of former slaves, old people , letters, diaries , journals; the list goes on
and on .
Sandlapper will look forward to receiving manuscripts and/ or query letters from
individuals interested in folklore and folkways and we hope that readers of Sandlapper, both present and future, will enjoy the folk heritage which we can share
with you through your monthly Sandlapper.

-Bob W. Rowland
Editor
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LENDER

Columbia Offices

Main at Washington• Trenholm Plaza• Dutch Square
3227 Millwood Avenue• 7040 Sumter Highway

f·· what'1\.goes
m~ has the right to kno~ ,
into the Scotch he drwk~~ ·,
"At The House of Buchanan,
we still believe and blend as
my grandfather did.
"It is a family tradition.
"A matter of family pride.
"Pride in the excellence
of the blend which bears my
grandfather's name and mine,

Glentauchers

Glenlosrie

.a,

Buchanan's 12.

nEC
Jl~._,_"'-

Lochnagar
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MA¥

.
S. C. ti-!\e SirUu,a,
James Buchanan'(u,rd WoolaYington)
1849-193J Founder of The House of Buchanan

"That is why, unlike any
premium blended Scotch whisky
ever sold in America, we take
pride in naming the principal
single malts which, among other
exceptional whiskies, go into
our blend.
"If you know fine Scotch,
you will recognize them all.
'1\nd fully appreciate why
the whiskies selected combine
to set Buchanan's 12 apart.
"The selection is choice.
"Limited to 12 'Ideals'.
"Each the product of an
old, established and well
respected distillery.
"Each and every one, from
Balmenach through Teaninich,
is a Highland whisky.

"Together they combine to
make Buchanan's 12 the 12-year-old
blended Scotch with 'a heart of
pure Highland whiskies'.
"For no other single-malts
but Highlands are used in

Buchanan 's 12.
"If you choo~" '"
you will find it as
it began:
"Subtle.
"Light.
"But with te1
ness in both body
"In your cou
priced.
'1\nd in very
"Because we
will, mass-produce
bears my grandfa1
"And mine."
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Dailuaine

'1\nd two,
Cragganmore and
Dailuaine, are cherished products of the
famed Glenlivet region.

Buchanan's 12.The Blend of Ideals.
~[ended Scotch Whisky 86.8 Proof, Heublein, Inc. Hartford, Conn.
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